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If Budget Okayed By Legislature

University Would Get
$5.1 Million For Projects
Murray State University would
receive $5.1 million for Construction
and renovation projects including
design work for a new sports arena if
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s 1980-82 budget
is approved by the General Assembly.
Murray State will share a $500,000
allocation with the University of
Louisville to meet "programming"
costs of new multi-purpose sports

arenas.
The budget does not include recommendations for funding construction of
the facilities. If the project is determined to be feasible, a funding plan for the
MSU arena could be recommended in
the 1982-84 budget. Funds could come
from a jiirect allocation from the state
or from funds raised through a bond
issue.

Confusion May Delay
Hostage Transfer To
Revolutionary Group
By The Associated Press
Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh
said he will address the nation tonight,
apparently signalling at least a temporary postponement of today's
scheduled transfer of the American
hostages to the Revolutionary Council.
State Department officials said
"things seem eonfused" in Iran and
doubted the transfer would be made as
scheduled.
At the U.S. Embassy in -Tehran, a
spokesman for the militants refused to
say whether the transfer would be called off for the day, saying only many
developments were possible in the coming hours. But he said Ghotbzadeh's
decfsion to give an'interview indicated
he would not come to the embassy today to receive
hostages.
The transfer first appeared in doubt,
only hours before it was to occur, when
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's office
issued a statement denying council
claims that he had approved the move.
Islamic militants at the US. Embassy announced early today they
would allow a representative of the
council to accept the Americans, held
for 126 days today, at 5 p.m. local time,
8:30 a.m. EST. However, no word was
received by that time of the meeting being held.
They accused Ghotbzadeh of lying to
them by saying revolutionary leader
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini had
ordered the Americans transferred to
the control of the council. they said

they wanted the council to delegate
another representative to take custody
of the hostages.
Meanwhile, Khomeini's office issued
a statement saying some newspapers
"have attributed the arrangements (of
the transfer) to the imam."
"Imam Khomeini continues to maintain silence on the issue and he has
delegated responsibility for the
hostages to the Islamic National
Assemity," the brief statement said.
"Members of the assembly will not be
fully elected until next month.
The redid report of Khomeini's statement was greeted with great enthusiasm Outside the embassy where a
crowd of several thousand had
gathered to chant slogans of support for
the militants.
In another development, Tehran
radio broadcast a further clarification
of the situation from President
Abolhassiut 13ani-Sa dr. The radio
quoted Bani-Sadr as saying the
militants first proposed to an unidentified member of the council and to
Khomeini's son Ahmed that they hand
over the hostages and the embassy to.
the council.
"When I met with the imam (Khomeini i, his son praised the proposal
with me and I agreed. Then raised it
with the council and it was endorsed,"
Barii-Sadr said.
The last-minute maneuvering was
apparently aimed at keeping Khomeini
out of direct involvement in the dispute
between the Militants and the council.

ren H,chard Boone

Senate Okays Legislation
As Ninth Week Concludes
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API —The.state
Senate approved legislation prompted
by errors two years ago as the General
Assembly concluded its ninth week of
the 1980 session.
The House, meanwhile, gave its approver- Friday to a revised corporate
income-tax system for the state.
Winning unanimous support in the
Senate was a measure that would
declare void any part of a bill enrolled
and signed by the governor that is not
identical to language passed by the
General Assembly.
The legislation stemmed from
clerical errors made in the closing rush
of the 1978 session which undid what the
legislature had intended to do.
The measure, as it originated in the
House, would have voided an entire bill

if any part varied from the version approved by the legislature. The Senate
amended it to apply only to the section
of a bill involved.
The measure now goes back to the
House for concurrence in the amendment.
In the House Friday, members voted
93-0 to approve Gov. John Y. Brown's
proposed revision of the state's corporate income tax.
Brown has said his plan would give
relief to some 20,000 small corporations
in the state while 500 of the state's
largest corporations would experience
fractional tax increases.

Other allocations include $300,000 for
equipment in the new university center,
expected to open in August, $67,000 for
renovation of Wrather Hall,$2.6 million
for various renovation projects,
$200,000 for replacement of equipment
in the dining halls, $250,000 for replacement of a computer, and $343,000 for
construction of a new greenhouse on the
university farm.
The budget also recommends $390,000
for construction of a student recreational facility in the student housing
complex. The complex wiil be used for
intramural and student recreational activities. The complex is expected to be
completed in June 1981.
The largest construction allocation
for MSU is $951,500 for an addition to
the Veterinary Diagnostic and
Research Center which is located in
Hopkinsville. The addition, to be completed in late 1982, would be used to
house an infectious disease research
center.
Other recommendations in Brown's
budget are $1.6 million fOr a dormitory
at the West Kentucky State VocationalTechnical School; $117,000 for the West
Kentucky Labor-Management Committee; a $25 million bonding proposal to
build a new state prison; and $10
million for renovation and construction
projects at the Kentucky State Penitentiary near Eddyville.
The governor's-budget also includes a
$100 million bonding plan for use in
areas such as riverport development,
expansion and renovation of the state's
park system, economic development
programs and expansion of the tourism
industry.
Brown's budget does not identify
specific projects, but western Kentucky
could benefit if decisions are made to
expand state parks in the area, make
investments to increase the visitors into
the area, and for continued riverport
developmentin Paducah, Hickman and
Eddyville.
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clearing tonight
Clearing tonight with lows in
the low 30s. Mostly sunny Sunday
with highs in the 40s to low ais.
Winds northwesterly to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
A chance of rain is expected
Monday, with clearing skies
Tuesday and Wednesday.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

354.58
354.67

ART SHOW — Jean Geurin, Murray Middle School art teacher, sorts through student works to appear at a student
art show in theMurray Art Guild. In conjunction with the Youth Art Week celebration, the show was scheduled to
begin at 1 p.m. this afternoon. It will run through March 21. Students in grades 5-8 in both school systems were
slated to have works in the show. The art guild is open from 1 p.m. to 5 Tuesdays through Saturdays.

Presidential Advisers Completing
'Substantial Tightening' Of Budget
By K.GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP — President
Carter's 'advisers are close to completing a —substantial tightening" of
the 1981 budget as part of the administration's new anti-inflation
s:categy, the president's top ecoraimic
adviser says.
Charles L. Schultze, chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers, also
said Friday that "round-the-clock"
discussions are underway between the
administration and Congress. "We are
close" to final decisions, he said.
However, it was learned from
sources in the administration and Congress that Carter may not be ready to
unveil his program until the middle of
next week,if then.

Efforts Stalemate To Free
Hostages In Colombia
BOGOTA, Colombia (API — Efforts
to free the hostages held at the
Dominican Republic's Embassy here
appeared stalemated today after a
third round of face-to-face talks failed
to yield a compromise between the
government and the guerrillas holding
the captives.
As in the previous negotiations since
the embassy was seized 10 days ago,the
talks Friday took place in a beige van
parked near the front of the besieged
building. The rear doors of the van have
been removed so the guerrillas inside
the embassy can watch the goings-On.

Once again, a woman, her head
masked by a - hood, represented the
guerrillas. She was accompanied by
Mexican Ambassador Ricardo Galan,
one of the 14 ambassadors and acting
ambassadors still held hostage along
with at least a dozen other captives.
Galan appears to be acting as a gobetween.
Deputy Foreign Ministers Camillo
Jimenez and Ramiro Zambrano again
spoke for the government in the one
hour, 13 minute session, the shortest to
,date.

favored borrowers.
And the National Association of
Realtors reported that existing housing
sales ran at an annual rate of 3.21
million in January, down 4 percent
from December's 3.35 million level.
Since Oct. 6, when the Federal Reserve
Board initiated its tight credit policies,
existing home sales have plea,:
17
percent, said Jack i'.t2arlson, shief
eonornist of the Realtaa's group.
Nevertheless, Carlson said home
prices are "holding up remarkably
well," with the median price rising
$1,400 to $57,900 in January.
-Schultze said that unless the government succeeds in dampening inflationary expectation, "We face a very
serious worsening of inflation."
He told reporters at the White House
that "there is a very dangerous
spreading" of higher oil prices into
other parts of the economy that is showing up in higher prices for plastics,
footwear,rubber and other goods.
The Labor Department's wholesale
price report showed that wholesale
energy prices increased 7.5 percent in
February, the largest rise for any
month since Mart 1974, during the
Arab oil embargo.
In the past year alone, wholesale
prices for gasoline;
. home heating oil
and other energy goods have increased
76 percent.
Administration -officials have said
privately that they are rewriting the
1981 budget to try to bring it into
balance as part of their new antiinflation strategy. When Carter unveiled the original budget on Jan. 28, it provided for a deficit of $15.8 billion.

Business Borrowing Costs
Continue To Increase

Murray City Schools
To Be In Session
Wednesday, Thursday

By WILLIAM GLASGALL
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Business bor.
rowing costs continued to soar Friday
as the prime lending rate rose by as
much as three-quarters of a point to a
record 18 percent at one major bank
and to 1734 percent at most others.
---Bankers and economists attributed
the rate spiral to money-tightening by
the Federal Reserve, acting to curb 18
percent-a-year inflation, and to a borrowing surge by businesses fearing
higher rates or the imposition of credit
controls bythe government.
"I think there's a speculative surge
going on," said Bob Sinche, an
economist at the brokerage house of
Bear,Stearns & Co.

Murray City Schools will be in session
Wednesday and Thursday March 12-13
rather than on vacation as was originally planned.
The school system will still have a
holiday Friday, March 14, school officials have announced,
Classes will be held on the first two
'days of the "mini-break" to make up
for days lost because of snow earlier
this year,the school spokesman said.
The regular spring break, April 7-11,
is currently scheduled to be held as
planned, the spokesman said.

Murray Cconmon
Council To Meet On
Used Hoist Truck Bids
The Murray Common Council will
have.a
.special meet% Monday, March
10,at 5:15 P.M'. consiar)ila on a used hoist truck.
- --Aids on the -truck, to be used by the Sanitation Department in handling
• large refuse containers, were opened
by the public works committee Friday.

The urgency behind Carter's effort to
develop a new anti-inflation plan was
underlined by the government's latest
wholesale price report Friday that
showed those prices incrgased in
February at an annual rate ot-nearly 20
percent.
The one-month incr_ease in wholesale,
prices of 1.5 peroent followed a,1.6 per'cent rise in January. Since changes in
wholesale prices are soon reflected in
higher retell prices, the increase means
more bad news for inflation-plagued
consumers.
The grim inflation news also contributed to another increase in the
prime interest rate to 18 percent by
some banks Friday, a level that would
have seemed out of the question just a
few months ago. The prime rate is the
interest charged by banks to their most

DISCUSSING PRODUCTION — Production plans are well underway as (from left) Judy Nantau;script assistant;
Karen Covington, publicity committee; and Patsy Massey, props, discuss some of the many problems that must be
solved before opening nighi-Or the MurrarCalfoway-County
Annivassairif Anon
Theatre March 20-22. Dinner, a broadway revue and Neil Simon's comedy "The Good Doctor" will be featured all
three evenings at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Center. Reservations are necessary and can be made by
caline753-751 1.
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But the •• • m "inevitably has to come
to someart of crashing halt," said
Charles M. Bliss, president of Chicago's
Harris Trust & Savings Bank, the nation's 24th-largest, which hiked its
charge on loans to top-rated companies
to 18 percent from 1714 percent.
.
No major banks immediately matched the move. No. 1-ranked Bank of
—ftiffitirfelC 1nSairYx_vooist•tr; No: 2‘
. ranked Citibank and No. 3 ranked
Chase Manhattan Bank in New- York,
and most others raised their prime rate

to 173.4 percent from 17'...4 percent. UMB
Bank & Trust Co., a small New York
financial institution, went to 173.4 percent Thursday.
Chase Econometric Associates Inc.
estimates each one-point increase in
business loan rates adds more than $6
billion to corporations' interest expenses.
Rep. Henry S. Reuss, D-Wis., chairman of the House Banking comMittee,
said "the rise in the prime rate ... by
Harris Trust to 18 percent, with other
banks going to 1734, is now totally out of
line with the Federal Reserve's 13 percent lending rate for member banks"
Because of the increases, compahies
lacking top credit ratings now will be
paying over 20 percent to borrow. Yet
"there's been a desire by a lot of corporations to tome in and lock up the
availability of funds," said Citibank
Chairman Walter B. Wriston.

Headline Corrected

rec'tt

adline in Friday's edition incoryeindicated a split in the voting of
Sens. Iiiek--Weisentseraar—aud UeLea ...
Garrett on the Senate vote of the professional negotiations bill for teachers..
Both senators voted in favor of the bill
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For June 28

Bargain Matinee
Sunday 2:00 p.m.
All Seats 1.50

Ward Bradford Boone, son
of 0. B. Boone, Jr., Murray
Route 7, has been named to
the dean's list for the 1979 fall
semester by the College of
Arts and Sciences at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Boone is a graduate of Murray High School.
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GOSPEL SINGING!
Saturday Night
7:00 P.M.
at

Chestnut General •
Baptist Church Revival
Beginning March 20
7:00 p.m. Each Night

Speaker: Bro. Herman Brown
Pastor: Bro. Stanley Griggs

laks Country
Club Women To
I lave Luncheon

Whole Family
Goes to Pot_

•

DEAR ABBY: I've. been reading your column for 23 years,
and have always thought you were fair and intelligent, but
when you said that the parents s ho smoked marijuana in
front of their four year-old childguilt'of -child abuse."
I couldn't believe my eyes!
I am a 37 year-old housewile'married to a psychologist.
We ha% e four teenagers.
My husband and I do not drink, but we do smoke marl
20 years nearly e,,ery
Juana. We have smoked it for
day 1, and we've never hidden the tact from our children. We
do not allow our children to drink. or to associate IA it h
people who do, but there is not Ling wrong sit h pot.
In case you &lin t know it, p‘d is It pa in Alaska. .Arc all
Alaskans guilty of child abuse
-A laskaris- are'allowed u grii _thea- owrLIor.cona.uui4tie_e,
I think you are guilty of cola m ,, jtii,t.! Please get the
facts. Abby!
INFORMED
more "legal'
no
is
Marijuana
did.
I
D:
DEAR INFORME
in Alaska than it is in any other state of the Cnited Sta4es. It
is decriminalized (under Statute No. 17.12.110.1 Some of the
restrictions are: Nobody under IS years of age can possess
or use marijuana. If over P‘. a person may not have more
- than one ounce on his person in public Ithis•means on public
streets, sidewalks. building,, buses, etc.. lie may not use
marijuana while operating a motor vehicle, airplane, etc. It
convicted it would be a misdemeanor with a fine of not more
than $1,000.
Marijuana may be used in private by those who are IS or
older.
Nothing is said about the legality of growing marijuana
for one's own use.
DEAR ABBY: I was glau see your warning about angel
dust. Everything you said- aliOut it was true. It makes you
violent, and can really mess p your head. I know. I was in
high school, ready to graiiii.ce. when I smoked that dust. I
didn't even know it. I smoked some pot and had been laced
with angel dust. I didn't get high. I just went crazy.
I was sent to Camarillo state (a mental hospital) where I
spent three months. I put my poor parents through hell. I'm
out now, but I have to see a social worker every week. Fn:
still on medication, and my head still hurts. But as least I can
dress myself and comb my ,),A n hair. My biggest fear is that
one day I will go completely crazy again and end up back in
the hospital. yaw- kids at Camarillo who'd had that ex
_
periente.
My God, what a terrible price to pay Ior wanting to get
high! Abby, please keep telling kids to stay away from peit.
You never know what's in it. Lam signing my name and ad
dress just to prove this letter is not a phony, but if you print
it, sign me ...
PAID A BIG PRICE
one person say no
just
DEAR PAID: If your letter makes
to pot, it will have been worth space in my,column. Thanks
for writing. God bless.
DEAR ABBY: Do I need a nose job? Many.of my friends
think I do, but my nose has never bothered me. Its big, but
it's not a real schnozzola like some I've seen.
An aunt even offered to treat me to a nosi job when I
graduated from high school. but I never took her up on it.
People I hardly know have asked me how come I never did
something about my nose. It must be pretty bad. but I never
thought it was.
I honestly don't think I should fool around with the nosethat God gave me. but then people never see themselves as
others see them.
lam enclosing my picture. What do you think, Abby?
- NOSE_TRO U.BLE
I think, or what
what
It
NOSE:
not
DEAR
matter.,
'•
anyone else thinks, what counts is what you think! As long
as it doesn't bother you and it runs all right!, leave it alone.
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Hours of 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
will be observed by the Waterfield Library, Special Collectioqs, Legal Resources and
Media Resources at Murray
State University.

Jackson Purchase Chapter
of the Kentucky Archaeological Association will
meet in the conference room
of the Purchase Development
District Office, Highway 45
North, Mayfield, at 7:30 p.m.
The public is invited.

Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavilion, College Firm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.

Homemakers Clubs are
scheduled to meet as follows:
Coldwater with Mrs. Dan
Bazzell and New Providence
with Patsy Pittman, both at I
p.m.

Euzelian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at 12 noon at
the Fellowship Hall of the
church.

Calloway County YFAettes
will meet at the Murray Vocational School at 7 p.m.

Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Hazel Senior Citizens' activities will be from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.
Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center.
Murray-Calloway County
Board of Directors of the Community Theatre, Inc., is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway Public Library.

Circles of First United
Methodist Churl Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. James Stahler, Sr.,
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. Don
Jones, and Maryleona Frost
with Mrs. Don Robinson, all at
9:30 a.m., and Faith Doran at
church at 2 p.m.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United Methodist
Church will meet at Sirloin
Stockade at 7 a.m.
Group III of First Baptist
Church Women will meet with
Mrs. Mina Waters at 2 p.m.

Groups of First Christian
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
CWF will meet as
Church
Center,
Health
the
at
p.m.
•• 7:30
I with Mrs. Helen
follows:
Seventh and Olive
Temple Hill Chapter No. 276 North
Bennett at 10 CM., and IV 10
Streets.
Free and Accepted Masons
the church library at 7 p.m.
will meet at the lodge hall at 7
Parents Anonymous will
Murray Star Chapter No.
p.m.
meet at 7:15 p.m. For infor- 433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Activities in Land Between mation call 759-1792.
hall.
lodge
proiiithide
will
the Lakes
Waterfield Library at Murgrams on "To" Cut Or Not To
Murray TOPS ( take off
Cut?" at 1 p.m. at Center Sta- ray State University .will be
tion; Bread Making at The open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. pounds sensibly ) Club will
Homeplace-1850 at 10 a.m.; Also Special Collections, meet at the Health Center at 7
Composting from 2 to 3 p.m. at Legal Resources and Media p.m.
Resources will have the same
Empire Farm.
Murray Band Boosters will
hours.
Murray Squar-A-Naders
at 7 p.m. in the" band
meet
will dance from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 11
of the Murray High
room
with
at the Woodmen Hall
Ruth Wilson Circle of the School.
Blackie Alverson as caller.
Good Shepherd United
Purchase Methodist Church will meet at
Jackson
Senior Citizens activities
Historical Society will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Lois will be as follows: Dexter at
Marsh,Pine Bitiff Shores.
Dexter Center, Hazel at Hazel
6:30 p.m. at the Calloway
Center, and Murray at Ellis
County High School Cafeteria
Singles Glass of Seventh and, Center, all at 10 a.m., and
with Dr. Glenn Wilcox as
speaker. Note change from Poplar Church of Christ will Nutrition Program for the
meet at the church building at Elderly at 12 noon at Douglas
place announced Wednesday.
Center.
p.m.
7
Opening day of Youth Art
Month will be held from. 1 to 5
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.
Students and leaders from
Murray City and Calloway
County SchooLswill exhibit art
work and crafts with Certificates to be awarded during
the afternoon. The public is invited at no charge.

OPENING SOON
In Murray

Suzglay, March 9
Waterfilld Library at Murray State University Is closed
today.
St. John's Baptist Church
will have a special program on
their 800.Stuiday School Anniversary at 3 p.m.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include Corn'posting at Empire Farm from
2to 3 p.m. and Nature's City at
Center Station at 2 p.m.
Monday, March 10
A Pap Smear Clinic for
Women, free, will be held
from 1 to 3:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets. Call 753-3381 for
an appointment.

Wk11S
SHOE-VILLAGE..
On The Square

Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 1 p.m. at the church.

TAKE AIM
ON GUN
SAFETY.

Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon for Wednesday
at the Murray Country Club
should be made by noon today
by calling Shelia Grogan, 7530816, or Marilyn Adkins, 7537722.

Shooting Education is a program
designed to teach gun safety to
both boys and girls ages 8-14 How
can you become involved? Contact
your Jaycee chapter by calling

Murray Winter Ladies Tennis League will meet at 9:15
a.m. at the home of Carol Boaz
to go to play at 10 a.m. at the
Kenlake Tennis Center. A
potluck luncheon will be served at 12:30 a.m. at the Boaz
home.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7 p.m. at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Church.
SUCCESSFUL TAKEOFF
DRACHTEN. Netherlands
( AP) — Six' young women
caught stealing curtains took to
their heels, pursued bY several 0.
angry men. As the women ran,•
leaving
they begnk stripping,
them.
-rclothefdthind
The men were so 'embar-•
rassed they gaik up the chase
and let the thieves escape
still clutching the stolen curtains.
•

1

Ruth Warren Group of Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Linda Roach at 7 p.m.

Annual Good Citizens Luncheon will be held-by the CapMattie Belle Hayes Circle of
tain Wendell Oury Chapter of the First United Methodist
the Daughters of the Church will meet at 9:30 a.m.
American Revolution at 12 at the church.
.
noon at the Holiday Inn.

The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have a luncheon on Wednesday, March
Marshall County Full
12, at 12 noon at the club with
Belinda Elliott and Berlene Gospel Business Men's
Brewer as chairmen of the Fellowship will meet at 6 p.m.
at the Gateway Steakhouse,
hostesses.
Ron
Also serving with Mrs. Draffenville, with
Elliott and Mrs. Brewer will Layton,former drug addict,to
be Jennifer Crouse, Mary speak. Reservations are not
Alice Smith, Bobbie Bibb, needed and all interested per•Mary Ellen Jones, Freda But- sons are invited.
terworth, Lynda Cochran, LinWest Kentucky Polled
da Drake, Sine Richardson, Hereford Show and Sale,sponSue Sammons, Joan Turner sored by West Kentucky Polland Sue Wells.
ed Hereford Association, is
Bridge will be played at 9:30 scheduled to start at 8 a.m.
a.m. Wednesday with Kathryn
For information call Bill
Outland as hostess.
Cherry at 753-8890.

By Abigail Van Buren

FOR SUNDAY, MARCH 9, 1980
What kind of day will VIRGO '
tomorrow be? To find out what
Aug. 23 to Sept.
Possible tension on the
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth homefront, but news from a
distance is uplifting. Someone
Sign.
cares. Listen to the thoughts of
others.
ARIES
LIBRA
iMar. 21 to Apr. 191
atin
Joy Marks your approach to (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Research your best bet to
tasks. Follow the suggestion of
a mate on how to handle in- ward.off unfruitful talks about
laws. Watch disparaging joint finances. - Know your
facts, before voicing your
remarks or prejudice.
proposals.
TAURUS
I Apr. 20 to May 20)
SCORPIO
You'll enjoy the romantic ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 2D,/11°14CP
your
opportunities that come
Happiness among friends
way now. Don't let it go to and loved ones, though you
your head. Vain behavior could overspend. Make sure in
dissipates gains.
your bliss, that you don't
GEMINI
ignore an acquaintance.
20)
(May 21 to June
SAGITTARIUS
You're flirtatious now and (Nov. 72 to Dec. 21) 311'
could arouse someone's
A party has career benefits,
jealousy. Later, you'll have though you may be unsure of
the chance to rectify wrongs. where your romantic feelings
A late date possible.
lie. A friend provides you with
CANCER
good insights.
C)
(
(June 21 to July 22) e
CAPRICORN
mind
of
An optimistic frame
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
invites friendliness from
You may find '• yourself
others. Too much social life concerned about an athealth
could be detrimental to
tachment, though you're inthough.
clination is toward doubt.
LEO
Don't let skepticism lead to
(July 23 to Aug. 72) 4124k depression.
• A party could bring career AqUARIUS
benefits, but don't overplay (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
your hand. Talks with loved
Having friends over seems
9nes will resolve issues tliat like a good idea. However,
•
arise.
may
some guests may be late in
leaving.
PISCES
tFeb. 19_ to Mar. 20.)__Xe
Some uncertainty about
career objectives. Be optimistic about love. Today
brings luck in improving close
ties. Enjoy togetherness.
YOU BORN TODAY would
make an excellent public
servant, though you do not
- tare for the
particularly "
limelight. More comfortable
behind the scenes, you're a
willing worker for the causes
that appeal to you. You have t
strong imagination and are
naturally drawn to thi
Writing,
arts.
creative
teaching, film music, acting
and science are some of the
-fields in which you'd find
happiness. Politics, law,
and
design, - religion
publishing are'other vociptions
for you. Birthdatc..of: Mickey
Spillane, author; Trish Van
Devere, actress; and Yuri
Gagarin,vosmonaut.

fr

Mystery Party by Greater
Paducah Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will start at
8 p.m.' in the parking lot of
Avondale Post Office, 2927
Broadway, Paducah. For information call 2474599.

Decut-Atil,

Mr. and Mrs. Jim F. Galbreath of Mayfield announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their oldest
daughter, Lanette Lanise, to Phillip Allen Smith,son of Mrs.
Elizabeth Smith of Murray and Thomas Smith of Pulaski,
Tenn. Miss.Galbreath is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ola Todd and
the late Tommie Todd of Mayfield Route 5, and Mrs. Pearl
Hayes and the late John Galbreath of Mayfield. A 1979
graduate of Mayfield High School, she is presently employed
at the Mayfield Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Smith is the grandson of Mrs. Lorene Willis and the
late T. Willis of Murray. He is a 1977 graduate of Murray
High School and is employed ,by Century Auto Sales of Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 28, at 5
p.m. at the St. James A. M.E. Church, Mayfield. A reception
will follow . at the South ,Side Circle CoMmunity Building
there.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend.

Your Individual
Horoscope

was led by Lurine Cooper with
Louise Short as pianist, games
were led by Dorothy Simon,
the devotion was by Lurine I
Cooper, and reports were
given by Iva Afford.
Also Present were Shirley
Werts, Lottie Hurt, Ruby Kell), Payte Overcast, Reba Jo
Roberts, Mildred Thompson,
Ruth Weston, and Lavine
Carter.

Tuesday, March 11

Monday, March 10

Saturday, March 8

— urses
First half-semester-ee
end at Murray State University with classes to be dismissed
at noon for the spring break.

!Juicily 'maim, Galbreath
awl Phillip Allen .trtitli

OF ONE
Central Ca• 753-3314
Ends Thur. 7:20,9:35
2 Academy Newts. lia.
Actor-Scrtaapiay
\I pm 1\1)

Pottertown
The
Homemakers Club will meet
Wednesday, March 12, at 10
a.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Louise Short, president,
urges all members and interested persons to attend.
At the February meeting
held at the smorgasbord, Bobbie Cook presented lessons on
"Special Diets" and "The Major Killers On Your Table."
The minor'lesson on "Window Treatment" was given by
Lottie Hurt. Dolly Lorenz and
Rosana Timmerman discussed
"Swedish Weaving," and
Mary Gertzen talked on
"What To Do If the Power
Goes Off."
Landscape notes were given
by Mary Moore, group singing

Boone Nanied
To Dean's List

MONSTER BEANSTALK
. CHESTER, England AP ) —
Bead-scratching horticulturalnoting- that runner-bean
plants -usually grow to about
13 feet atmost," are at a loss
to explain how young Calvin
Breckon managed to coax his
to 30 feet.
Its a nice, big plant,"
muses Breckon. but I don't
Re beans:"

Happenings In Community

Pottertown Homemakers
Club To Meet March 12

Mthiciy
Ledger & Times

Mrs. Timothy Graves will
open her home for the meeting
of the. New Concotd
Homemakers Club to be held
Wednesday. March 12, at 1
p.m.
The president, Mrs. Charlie
all
urges
Stubblefield,
members and interested persons to attend.
"Low Calorie Meals" was
the subject of the Major lesson
presented by Mrs. Rainey
Lovins at the February club
meeting held at the home of
Miss Kim Davis. She commented on the four basic foods
and gave a list of calories in
each group.
The devotion was given by
NIIrs. Ed Davis with scripture
from Deut. 11:16-19 and also
read a poem on "The
Builder." She also read notes
on "Growing Asparagus."
_ Mrs. Rainey Lovins directed
the recreation and read the
thought for the month on
"Time" which is as follows:
Time is too slow for those
who wait
Too swift for those who
grieve,
Too short for those who rejoice
But for those who love Time
is not.
The hostess, Mrs. Ed Davis,
was assisted by her daughter,
Kim, in serving refreshments
of cocoanut cake and Cokes to
the 11 members and two
visitors, Mrs. Ruby White and
Miss Davis.

Thru Thur.
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Murray Calloway Co. Jaycees
Chapter Name
Box 41A

Murray, Ky.

Address

733-2696
Phone #

Sponsored By
DAISY
a subsidiary
of .he Walter Kidde
Company. Inc

9

A Community Development
Program of The U S Jaycees
ek Leadership Training
Organization
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Murray Business News Briefs
How To Make Fun Out Of Work
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ON THE SET OF "SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT
II" are Dom De Louise and Alan Raidt.
De Louise stars in the movie along with
Burt Reynolds, Sally Field, and Jerry Reed.
Raidt was on location in West Palm Beach,
Fla. overseeing promotional considerations
for Hawaiian Tropic tanning products,
whose truck appears in several scenes in
the
movie. Raidt, owner of Intro' Creative Communicatio
ns of Puryear, Tenn., handles the
advertising account for Don Faughn Enterprises,
a Murray-based distributor of
Hawaiian Tropic for thirty states. The truck used in
the movie belongs to Don Faughn
Enterprises

Coal May Regain Title As
Kentucky's 'Black Gold'
LOUISVILLE - Kentucky
coal may soon regain its reign
as the state's black gold, the
March issue of Kentucky
Business Ledger reports.
In a special interview with
the statewide
business
newspaper, coal experts from
Citizens Fidelity - Energy
Company
predict
the
beleaguered coal industry ix

headed for a boom,shaking off
its present doldrums in late
1980 or early 1961.
"Clearly, the energy gap
between now and the year 2000
can be met by conservation,
nuclear and coal," said J.
David Grissom, chairman of
Citizens Fidelity Corp.,
holding company of the
energy firm.

WRAP Barn YOUR
HOME AND CAR IN
ONE BLANKET
OF PROTECTION

and
the
s

We have an innovative policy called PCP—Personal Comprehensive Protection-from The Con•
tinentat-Insurance Companies And if you own a
home and a car. PCP offers You exceptional value
Separate policies often mean differing amounts of
protection for your car, for your home and for its contents And separate policies often cost you more, in
time as well as money.
PCP,on the other hand, gives you one amount of
property-protection for your hOme and-its contents.And one amount of liability protection for your car
and home. Ptus. PCP gives you the option to include
your hospital, disability income and mortgage lifejnsurance in the same plan.
PCP is easy to understand, efficient and timesaving, and in many cases, more economical.
Come see us or call We'll be glad to
show you what PCP can do to make
you-and your property-more secure.
See or Phone
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Dan Shipley
Tom Scruggs
Mike Outland
The

Murray Insurance
Agency
753-1751

8e1-Air Cent•tr

(Editor's
The hobby, but will consider any busin
Note:
ess equipment.
following Is the third In a losses purely personal and
However, it would be difficult
series of five stories con- therefore, not deductible as
to show that the editor never
cerning income tax returns to business expenses.
used the typewriter for his
A business that is as much
appear on the basilicas page.)
regular job, or simply for a
Many people operate a part- hobby as anything else, the
freelance assignment.
time business after putting in CPA society advises, will be
Your business "premises"
a regular workweek at a allowed to deduct operating
is another sensitive issue. The
salaried job. Although these expenses, but only up to the
deduction for a home office
"moonlight" businesses amount of taxable income the
was abused for so long that a
provide extra income, they operation produces. Operating
few years ago Congress
are often outgrowths of losses, which an established
cracked down. To qualify as a
hobbies or talents which company can write off against
business expense, an office at
provide a great deal of per- taxable income,even applying
home must be used exany excess to previous or
sonal satisfaction.
clusively and on a regular
Sometimes these people future years, have no tax
basis as the taxpayer's
hope to one day give up effect for the hobbyist; he
principle place of business. If
regular jobs and earn a living must absorb them.
the antique dealer runs his
If your business spends
doing what they love most.
service from the family
A computer analyst liked to more than it earns, you must
basement - then he must
relax after his commute from be able to show that the acshow that the family does not
the city by building a sailboat tivity is engaged in for the
use the basement at all. The
in his suburban garage. His specific purpose of making a
dealer must be able to prove
boat was much admired on the profit in order to claim
that customers visit the
water, and a fellow sailor deductions. What's more, you
basement office to do business
asked him to build a boat for must have some justification
on
a regular basis, and he
him. Now, our computer for your hope of making att.
must keep careful records of
profit;
analyst was being paid for his
your qualifications and the dates
of those visits.
"hobby." As his reputation as experience nust be such that
A small business can also
the
craftsm
a
expectation is realistic. get investm
an grew, more and
ent credit for tools
more orders for sailboats And finally, you must conduct
and equipment, new or used,
came in, his garage had the business as a hard-headed, purchas
ed during the year. To
become exclusively a "shop," profit-motivated person would qualify,
items purchased must
and his hobby was making a - advertising, promoting, be useable
over an extended
profit. He eventually hired an doing what you can to
period and they cannot include
assistant to help run what had maximize sales and minimize invento
ry or real estate,
grown from a hobby to a costs.
although certain building
cottage - or garage - industry
A good starting point in improv
ements do -meet the
and then into a very busy and establishing that a true requirements.
The investment
business exists-and it is just credit
profitable small business.
is a sort of rebate by the
These same circumstances a starting point, the CPAs tell government
of up to 10 percent
can apply to the antique us - is to actually show a of the purchas
e price
collector who is now a dealer; profit. The rule is that therc
The rate at which a comthe homemaker who operates must be taxable income in any pany depreci
ates or amortizes
a babysitting service; the bus two or more out of five con- its fixed assets
will affect its
driver who is developing a secutive years. Then it Will be after-ta
x income. There are
peach farm; and the presumed you are engaged in alterna
tive
ways
of
magazine editor who runs an an activity for profit. The depreci
ating, with still newer
editorial service from his importance of adequate books ones
now being considered by
home. There is sometimes no and records cannot be over Congres
s.
•
clear distinction between emphasized.
The owners of a business
freelancers, hobbyists who
An editor who adds to his can
enjoy certain tax-favored
sell their work,'and full- income with freelance editing benefits
- pension and profit
fledged small business work is simply moonlighting. sharin
g, company-paid
operators - and the various However, if he operates an Indivi
dual Retirement
stages in between.
editorial service, it may Account
s, and sick-pay plans,
Many people fail to realize qualify as a business, but it
for example - usually
substantial tax savings, says would be difficult to show
the Kentucky Society of where his regular professional
Certified Public Accountants, work ends and his part-time
because they don't realize business
begins.
His
their hobby or sideline is professional
library,
actually a business. If the IRS association dues, and subdecides that you are more scriptions could be necessities
interested in pleasure than for either job. An electric
profit, they may want to typewriter, purchased exconsider- your activity a clusively for use in the
hobby. In that case they will editorial service, could be
tax 'the income from your considered depreciable

"In view of Three Mile
Island and the mood of the
country, nuclear is less viable
today than a year ago. Waste
disposal is a problem. That
leaves us with conservation,
coal and a potpourri of other
things such as windmills and
solar," Mr. Grissom said.
During 1980 and 1981, the
demand for Kentucky coal will
be fueled by new East Coast
and Southeast power plants
-coming on stream. The
bankers say An evolving
Carter administration policyto force the conversion of
some oil burning utilities to
coal will spark demand for the
eastern Kentucky fuel.
They also predict the export
market will be strong for two
reasons. Polish coal serving
European countries and some
U.S. customers have been
diverted to the Soviet bloc,
and Australian coal is losing
its price edge as a result of
higher shipping costs.
For Western Kentucky coal,
the signs are more difficult to
interpret, according to the
Ledger article. But synthetic
fuel processes and scrubbers
could help boost output of the
higher sulfur coal in the long
term.
(Estimates show 144 million
tons almal were mined during
1979 in Kentucky, the nation's
largest coal producing state.
This is similar to 1975
production numbers, but there
has been a 10 percent shift
from western Kentucky coal
to eastern Kentucky coal,
largely hinging on the clean
air act and a number of adAn increase in the federal approved to allow more teens
ministrative rulings that have
led to some very contradictory minimum wage has put to be hired who are now priced
another strike against some out of the job market.
signals.)
While
"Our franchise legislative
Mr.
Grissom Wen-agers attempting to enter
action group would like to see
acknowledges there will be the work force.
A higher minimum wage the automatic wage increases
great growth in coal mining in
the western United States, he destroys incentives for done away with because these
maintains, "they won't be business to hire those in school increases feed inflation,", he
taking it out of Kentucky's who will be moving on to said.
hide." As eastern seaboard better jobs soon, or who have
Several businesses inutilities convert from oil to special scheduling conflicts cluding
McDonold's
coal, it will be more because of school activities, Restaurants and White Castle
Thomas
economical for them to pur- said
Hensley. Restaurants, pay more than
chase Appalachian coal rather president of Burger Queen the minimum wage and
than coal in the western U.S., Enterprises, Inc.
therefore must keep inOne of the largest ern- creasing employee pay to stay
which has a higher sulfur
content and would carry a ployers of teens in Kentucky, above the minimum level.
heftier transportation Burger Queen has 108 fast food
However, Max Cline, area
pricetag for East Coast users. stores in the state and each manager of White Castle
restaurant hires about 27 Restaurants in Louisville, said
employees.
there is a need to control the
"In 1979, the fast food in- minimum wage. "If the time
dustry as a whole was down in ever comes when the
real sales, which Means fewer restaurant industry is expeople are employed. The pected to pay the same as the
minimum wage has helped industrial plants, then it will
aggravate the price in- be out of control."
creases," said Hensley.
The federal minimum wage
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
increased to $3.10 this January THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
and next year it is due to rise Market was down. Biggest
again to $3.35 an hour, for a declines: Brown-Forman
total raise of 70 cents over a (AMEX), to 371
/
4 from 39%;
three-year period.
Reliance Universal (OTC), to
Herbert Levine, vice 20% from 23; Texas Gas
president of Fashion Shops, Transmission Corp. (NYSE),
said that because of minimum to 30% from 341
/
4.
.
wage increases, he can only
give raises during January.
CHILDHOOD DISEASES
When employees earning
GENEVA (AP)—About.5
the minimum wage receive a million children in the
raise, the rest of the em- developing countries of the
ployees also have to be given world die each year because of
raises, said Levine. "It has si* diseases that can be
taken away incentive to work prevented by proper imharder by the employee," mtinizations: diphtheria,
Levine said.
measles, whooping cough,A spokesman for 4entucky
liamyelids, tetanus, and
Fried Chicken said the bigher tuberc&osls. The U. N. *orld
mininlurn, wgas have.pagant Health Orsanization.has emno increase in prices or barked on an expanded Prochanges in their work forte. gram of immunization aimed
However, he said )(FT at providing effective routine
management believes a youth Immunizations for all children
differential bill should be of the world before 1990.

We re

Got
the Shield

allowable only if the same
benefits are extended to other
employees.
It's a rare company,
however small, that prepares
its own tax returns with no
professional assistance.
Individuals whose income is
all from one source and who
have no sizeable deductions
often can and do fill out their
own Form 1040 - their tax
obligations are quite simply.
For businesses,say the CPAs,
taxes are never simple.

Mamie Ross
and
luny Noss
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You can depend
on 41:10 for
top quality
and dependability.

Quality
Service Company
402 Sunbury Circle

753-9294

Minimum Wage Hike
Puts Another Strike
Against Teenagers

Pre-set it
to record 4 TV shows
on different channels

up to 7 days
in advance

7-day electronic
programmer
Program your video
recordings up to a full
week in advance The
VCT400 turns itself on
and off four separate
times--even changes
channels automatically,

Congratulations
to
Alan Raidt

LOOS TO TM( SHIELD

Window
Air Conditioners
From the smallest unit to
the largest commercial
unit

Bank of Murray
offer our

For your
Life•Health•Horne
Car•Farm•Business

Electronic touchbutton tuning
Channel selection at the
touch of a button The /4
selector positions are
easily programmed to
receive any VHF and UHF
channels from 2 to 8.3

Make your own
video shows with
optional color or
B&W camera

• Remote pause control with 20-ft cord.
• Up to 4 hours on one cassette
• Tape counter with memory Switch
• VK 125 2-hour video cassette included

Come in for a
$89900 demo
nstration!
Save
$40000

Caution The un•uthorized
recording ol television programs
and other materials may infringe the
rights of others

753 1713
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Squeeze Of Nation's Inflation
By KRISTIN GOFF
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK t API — "Inflation is like
toothpaste," a West German banking
official was quoted as saying recently,
"Once it's out, you can hardly get it
back in again. So the best thing is not to
squeeze too hard on the tube."
While Europe -is experiencing some
inflation problems, the evidence is
abundant in the United States that someone has squeezed the tube too much.
The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries is a popular target to
blame for the inflation squeeze.
A government analysis of the 13.3
percent inflation rate last year indicates that gasoline and home heating
oil price increases accounted for 3.4
percentage points of that.
'Rising interest rates, another frequently cited culprit, which shows up in
consumer prices largely through higher
mortgage rates,'added another 1.4 percent of last year's 13 percent inflation.
But that left consumer prices on all
other goods rising at rate of 8.5 percent,
or close to the inflation rate on all goods
in 1978.
So far this year. things seem to be
getting worse. The consumer price
report for January showed inflation
running at an annual rate of more than
18 percent. , Producer and wholesale
price report. for January and February
showed those prices jumping at close to
a 20 percent rate.
-There are still substantial price in-

Inside Report

creases working their way through the
economy to the consumer,- said
Lawrence Chimerine, chairman of
Chase Econornetics, a forecasting company in suburban Philadelphia.
He predicts that inflation in the first
half of the year will average 15 percent,
up from a 13 percent annual rate at the
end of last year.
White House economic advisors, who
in January forecast 10.4 percent inflation for 1980, also clearly are worried.
And, President Carter is in the process of drafting an inflation-fighting
"package that is expected- to include
steep budget cuts. Other steps. including credit controls to restrict borrowing, are being • reviewed by the administration.
In other business developments this

past week
—Business borrowing costs continued
to soar as the prune lending rate rose to
between 4734 and 18 percent at major
banks. The rate has spiraled from at
15'4 percent Feb. 15, when the Federal
Reserve launched its latest effort to
slow inflation and curb econOinic activityby making money harder to obtain.
,—The nation's unemployment rate
dipped slightly in February to 6 percent
from 6.2 percent in January.
—A number of supermarket chains,
including Safeway Sores Inc. andrThe
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., announced that they would comply with a
government request to try set a voluntary ceiling on food prices.

•
—. and stood ha the
(Then; cam'e Jesus
'
midst, and smith unto them, Pelee be
unto you. — John 10:19.
With strife and conflict in almost
every corner of the world, we today
need mot of all, the, true peace that
comes from Jesus Christ.
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10 Years Ago
U. S. Air Force Master Sgt. William
G. Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Burkeen of Dexter Route 1, has been
awarded the Bronze Star Medal for
meritorious service while engaged in
military operations in Vietnam.
Samuel D. Smith, Bobby Dodd, Ada
Sue Hutson, and Steve Howard, all of

. Kennedy Endorsement
Burden To Jane Byrne

Bible Thought
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WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcoilied
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be publishes*
I.etters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Tunes, Box 32. Murray, Ky 42071.

O'Hare International Airport Feb. 13.
While federal officials in Washington
describe it as a check to determine
whether the fire strike had reduced
airport security, the mayor thinks
otherwise. "They were trying to close
down O'Hare," she told us.
Yet, Byrne admits no regrets for
having jumped,to Kennedy. "I thought
he (Carter) was doing a poor job for the
older cities," she told us, adding that
she still sees the president as a loser in
November if nominated.
Although Byrne blames Carter for
slighting Chicago on funds, she told us
that her fiscal austerity will put the city
in good shape "with no federal help
needed" — certainly not the New Yorkstyle bailout suggested by the Chicago
banker. Fiscal experts familiar with
both cities believe that had then-Mayor
Abraham Beame takp the tax raisingbudget reducing coirw followed by
Byrne, New York would not have had to
go begging to Uncle Sam.
Not even Byrne's most vituperative
enemies deny she inherited a fiscal
mess from a generation of spend-now,
worry-later under the fabled Mayor
Richard J. Daley. She has not

ARy101,1
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By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

CHICAGO — The burden Mayor Jane
Byrne assumed with her dramatic
endorsement of Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy four months ago was brought
home in secret city hall meetings on
Chicago's tangled finances when one
local banker suggested the city might
consider a federal bailout, New Yorkstyle.
-Are you kidding?" snapped one of
Byrne's aides. He explained to the
banker that with the mayor committed
to pushing Jimmy Carter out of the
White House, precious little help from
Uncle Sam was possible. On the contrary, Byrne insists President Carter is
out to get her. She readily agrees that
her multiple troubles began with the
Kennedy endorsement.
The reality in Chicago is that Byrne
made a difficult job far tougher by
quickly
Kennedy's
embracing
deteriorating candidacy. That contradicts the perception in Washington
that Kennedy's Illinois problems began
with the embattled mayor's endorsement. She, in fact, is the victim.
What's more, Byrne's chances for
political revival here are much better
than Kennedy's. She will have to twist
arms of Democratic precinct captains,
who disapprove of Kennedy on moral
rather then ideological grounds,to back
him in the March 18 primary. But
Byrne may be regaining her own
popularity with persistent toughness,
such as refusing currently to yield to
the firemen's union.
Byrne, surprise winner for mayor in
1979 against the Chicago Democratic
organization, was still in a love affair
with Chicagoans last Oct. 27 when she
discarded a seeming commitment to
Carter by endorsing Kennedy. All
manner of mifortunes soon followed —
including walkouts of transit workers,
teachers and firemen — and her
popularity dropped.
"You just don't treat a president that
way," contends a liberal Democrat
with no love for either Byrne or Carter.
,He shares a widely-held view that
Chicagoans -so resented the mayor's
switch, to Kennedy that it turned
against them both. More plausibly, she
was dragged down by anti-Kennedy
sentiment that began building
nationwide just as she endorsed him.
Byrne has a considerably different
_ theory. At the heart of the firemen's
crisis with television camera crews
camped outside her fifth floor city hall
office, the mayor quietly and calmly
told us "the administration is using
intimidation" against the city because
of her.
Besides the Justice Department's
desegregation lawsuit, that includes
alleged withholding of federal funds
and a freeze on the city's proposed new
jetport. Her most recent exhibit of
federal provocation: a snap federal
inspection of emergency operations at

cetraf1:o nhrvatbhiarai
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responded with the familiar pattern of
her contemporaries who surrender to
municipal employes unions and then go
hat in hand to Washington for money:
She ix one mayor who has stood up to
the unions.
That is the core of the impasse over
the fire department, which Byrne told
us "has been a government within a
government" that she now intends to
control. Not only independent aldermen
(such as Martin Oberman, who calls
Byrne "a pathological liar") but
regular Democratic aldermen would
much prefer that the mayor back down
and settle" with .the union. But with
enough firemen now at work to protect
them, the public probably favors
Byrne's tough stand.
That is one reason why she may
revive politically once she sheds the
Kennedy albatross. That would be bad
news at the Carter White House,
renowned for vindictiveness that lends
some credence to Byrne's vendetta
-charges. But in this city, vindictiveness
is also a synonym for Jane Byrne.
Whatever happens to Teddy, the
president might be well advised to
make peace with Jane.

Contemporary Religious Thought

'Hanging Loose'In Uptight World
By Rev. Ronnie Adams,Pastor
instead of the other, we may let slip
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
some impending evil, by which the
One of my favorite stories is of a whole current of our lives would have
Chinese man who had one son and one been changed. There is no possible
solution in the dark enigma but the one
horse.
One day his horse broke out of the word, 'Providence.' The important
corral and ran away to the hills. The thing is to trust in the Lord and "hang
neighbors came around that night and loose in an up tight world."
C.S. Lewis, a famous Christian
said, "Your only horse got out? What
bad luck! The old Chinese man said, author, said there are two kinds of
"How do you know it is bad luck?" Sure people in the world: those who say to
enough, the next night the horse came God, "Thy will be dare," and those to
back to the corral for his usual feeding whom God says,"Al] right have it your
and watering, leading twelve wild own way."
May God deliver us all from our own
stallions with him!
"The neighbors heard the news and way and give us the ability to "hang
,cape over to see the farmer. "Oh, you loose" and depend on his loving
have thirteen horses now! What good providence.
luck!"
"Some days later his son was trying
to break in one of the horses and was
thrown off and broke a leg. The neighbors heard about the accident so ',they
By Ken Wolf
came again. "Your son has broken his
leg?" "What bad luck!" But the wise
Even the thoughtful atheist or
old father said, "How do you know it is
agnostic would admit that prayer has
bad luck?"
value,if only because of the effect it can
A few days later a Chinese Army
have on the person who prays — it is
Officer came through the area and
healthy to acknowledge our dependence
signed up every able-bodied young
from time to time.
man, taking them off to war, many of
This prayer for self-acceptance,
them never to return. But the young
taken from Keith Miller's Habitation of
man was spared because of his brokei
Dragons (1976), would probably earn
leg.
the grudging respect of even the most
Only God really knows what is good
hard-bitten, naturalistic psychologist:
for us and what is bad for us.
Lord, thank you that You have not
Many people talk about luck, but we
called upon me to be all-powerful
know the Lord and trust in His loving
or omnipresent but only to be a
-providbnca. Because ha is omniscient
part of a larger family, a team.
' we have' peace in. knowing all that
Forgive me when I try to pitch,
hati)erufbi 1i -WV- work together for
catch, hit, and manage the entire
•
team all at the same time. But help
•
t
"
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow said:
me to have enough sense and
"By going a few minutes sooner or
courage to play the position You
. later, by stopping to-speak with a friend •
have given the in this changing
on the corner, by meeting this man or
world, even lilt's not in the "big
that, dr by turning down this street
!espies."

, Thoughts
In Season

Murray,are members of the cast of the
play, "Siurunertree," to be presented
by the Murray State University Theatre
March 19, 1(1, and 21.
Deaths reported include Dewey Pace,
64.
Murray High beet Calloway County
for the championship of the Fourth
District High School Basketball Tour-

and
LEO
t Jul

!lament. High team scorers were Lamb
for Murray and Cleaver for Calloway.
Calloway will play Mayfield and Murray will play Reidland in the First
Regional Tournament.
The Faxon Mothers Club has voted t
put chet ( gravel on the playground and
to get sore new playground equipment
for the Faxon School.
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- 20 Years Ago
A fire at the rear of Rains Sign Shop
on East Main occurred last night, but
was quickly extinguished by the Murray Fire Department. Smoke damage
was reported to the Rains Shop, Hale
Barber Shop, Gamble's Department
Store, and Jeffrey's Department Sto,re.
Permits issued by I. H. Key, city
building inspector, during the month of
February, amounted to $95,900, accor•

ding tu a reltirie.tupel today.
Gordon R. Crouch of Lynn Grove has.
been named crew leader.for Calloway
County for the 1960 Census of Population:
Dr. Hugh McElrath spoke sin
"Growth and Progress of Murray" at
the meeting of the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. F. E.

rest
Ron
you
LIE
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Crawford was in charge of the program

The Murray Knights were handed
their third defeat of the season by Hardin, leader of the Atomic Valley Independent Basketball League, on the
Murray court last night. Chico Reyes
led the Murray scoring and Mason Cope
the Hardin scoring.
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30 Years Ago
The

Murray population is almost
assured of reaching 10,000 with the announcement today that the college census will be added to the Murray population. Previously the student population
wa.s added to the respective towns.
The city of Murray will install additional parking meters, according to
Murray City Councilman Vernon Hale.

Deaths reported include D. C. t Crit
Smith,48.
A chapter of the American Chemical
Society has been chartered on the Murray State College campus with 30
members. Officers are William Parr,
Mayfield, Jack Kerr, Union City,Tenn.,
Janice Crawford, Murray, and Robert
Rader, Anna, Ill. Advisors are Dr.
Walter E. Blackburn and Or. Peter

Panzera.
"Mrs. Nell Robbins. Mrs. Bryan
Tolley and Mrs. Tommy Lavender are
celebrating birthdays today," from the
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Marine of
Kalamazoo, Mich., have been the
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Jesse Marine,
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40 Yeats Ago
Plans to make Fourth Monday in
March,already the biggest trade day of
the year in Murray, a still bugger day
are being completed by the Murray City Council.
The Murray Loose Leaf Tobac-to
Floors maintained their season record
this week by continuing to pay higher
prices than any other market in the
Western Dark Fired area when they
sold a total of 515.610 pounds from Monday trough Wednesday with growers.
receiving $40,196.45 foram average of
$7.80 per hundred pounds.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court in
regular session on March 5 went on
record as favoring the building of a
highway from the Tennessee River
along the county line road, through
Hazel, and on west to connect with the

Mayfield-Paris highway.
A mass meeting of registered
Republican voters will be held March 16
at the Calloway County Courthouse, according to P. A. Hart,chairman.
Dr. Woodfin Hutson, Murray, president of-the Southwestern Dental Society,said a ceremonial dinner will he-h414
March 11 at the Cobb Hotel, Paducah.
Among the debate teams at various
high schools are Nell and Josephine
Sinter for Almo High School, and
Barkley Jones and Maurita Morris for
Lynn Grove High School.
Marriages announced this week include Kathlen Myers to Ralph Riley on
March 2.
Benton beat Hardin for the championship of the Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament.
Births reported this week include a

boy to Mr. and Mrs. Howell Hicks, Feb.
25, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. George Sloan,
Feb. 25, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Nash, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
Garrison, March 4, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan Falwell,' March 2, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Loett, March 6, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Finis Weatherford,
March 4, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Crass, March 1.
Mrs. T. C. Carroll of Sheper„dsville,
president of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs, was guest on March 6
of the Murray Woman's Club at a luncheon at the home of Mrs. C. L Sharborough followed by a general meeting
at the home of Mrs. Hall Hood. New
Murray club officers are Mrs. Hood,
Mrs.,Joe T. Lovett, Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, Mrs. H. I. Sledd, Mrs. George
Hart,and Mrs. C. C. Farmer.

Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Vick and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Whitehead.

by Robert Mills Williams, Agate Lee
Paschall, Ted Sanford, Rimild Churchill and W. B. Moser.
New officers of the Garden Club,
elected at the meeting held at the National Bank, were Mrs. 0. J. Jennings,
Mrs. Bryan Langston and Mrs. F. E.
Crawford.
The annual World Day of Prayer program was held yesterday at the First
Christian Church.

50 Years Ago
Mrs. Eva Brannock-Groomes, Murray resident, was a member of Nathan
B. Stubblefield's party when he gave
the first marine wireless demonstration
in the world aboard the streamer "Barthodt" on the Potomac River at
Washington, D. C., on March 20, 1902,
according to a story written by M. T.
McCarthy of the Murray State College
News staff. She was a former
schoolmate of Stubblefield and was
teaching in Washinkop when his
demonstration was made.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Margaret L. Wilson, 81, Mrs. Will
(Maud) Boggess, Mrs. George
Shoemaker, Billy Jack Fox,and Bennie
T.Wilson-------------March 10 will be the opening date for
the presentation of talking pictures in
Murray, according to 0. L. Boren,
manager of the Capitol Theatre. "Why
Leave Home?" will be the movie to be
shown.
The second Gold Medal, Register of
Merit, Class AAA to be given in
Calloway County was awarded last _
week to a five year old jersey cos(
belonging to C. P. Elliott of Murray
Route 2. Hugh Gingles of Kirksey was
the first winner here.
For the second time within three
years, the Thoroughbreds of Murray
State Teachers College captured the
silver cup emblematic of the Mississippi Valley Conference championship in
tmsketball when they defeated the West
Tennessee.Teachers 36 to 31 in Memphis,Tenn.,OnMarch4.
Marriages announced this week in-.
(-hide Lucille Downs to Joe Howell
Thornton on March 5.
--

A musical comedy in three acts,
"Here Comes Arabelle,"-was presented
last night under the sponsorship of the
Business and Professional Women's
Club at the Murray High School
auditorium. Included in the cast were
75 Murrayans with leading parts played

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, March 8, the 68th
day of 1980. There are 298 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 8, 1917, a strike,and riots
erupted in St. Petersburg, signalling
the start of the Russian Revolution.
On this date:
In 1765, a stamp' act taxing the
American colonies was_passed by the
British House of
In 1942, the Japanese captured
Rangoon,Burma,in World War II.
Ten years ago, President Makarios of
Cyprus survived an asassination attempt. Terrorist snipers shot down his
helicopter.
Five years ago, helicopters flew
through.a snowstorm to evacuate scientists And the crew of an American
icebreaker trapped in 25-foot-thick ice
in the Antarctic.
Last year, President Carter began
the Mideast peace Enission that led to
ite signing of the first Egyptian-Israeli
treaty.
Today's birthdays: Dancer Cvd

Charisse is 57. Actress Claire Trevor is
71. Jazz pianist Mary Lou Williams is
69.
Thought for today; Do all the good
you can and make no fuss about it. —
Charles Dickens (1812-1870)
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Baptism Ordinance
To Be Observed At
MemorW
Baptist
_
.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR MONDAY, MARCH 10, 1950
What kind of day .will oppurtumttes. Later enjoy the
tomorrow be? To find out what comforts of home life with a
the stars say, read the loved one.
forecast given for your birth PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Sign.
Accept invitations. You'll
make
a hit in your circle.
ARIES (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) VA Singles may contemplate
You tend to grow impatient marriage and existing ties will
with advice and take things enjoy togetherness.
YOU BORN TODAY are
into your own hands to your
advantage. Career gains more ambitious than the
typical member of your sign.
possible now.
A desire for money and
TAURUS
security
may draw you to
( Apr. 20 to May 20) :
?
1 114Lii
An excellent time for business, but you're more at
planning a trip. The p.m. is home in the arts or
romantic, and cultural pur- professions. You have, a
natural affinity for music,
suits prove soul-satisfying.
painting, acting and writing.
GEMINI
self-discipiine, you will
(May 21 to June 20)
us to the top of your field.
Consider loans for property
Law, medicine, religion,
improvements. A good time
public service and banking
for all domestic interests. The are
other areas of interest for
p.m. brings contentment for
you.
lovers. Relax.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
- Off romantic blues,
and capitalize on work opportunity. Today's success
will rub off on your disposition
The schedule for the library
and improve your outlook.
at Murray State University
LEO
during the spring break
t July 23 to Aug. 22)444-2
period, March 8 to 16, has been
Holding things in makes you
down. Talks with loved ones released by library officials.
The Waterfield Library will
will eliminate insecurity.
You'll find that others are be open from 9 a.m.to 12 noon,
March 8; closed March 9;
truly interested.
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
open
VIRGO
t Aug. 23 to Sept. 22, r(
P L41 osi March 10, 11, and 12; closed
Take a change from your on March 13, 14, and 15; open 2
usual routine. Enjoy a new to 11 p.m. on March 16.
The Special Collections,
restaurant or entertainment.
Romantic opportunity for the Legal Resources, and Media
young at heart. Be loveable. Resources will follow the
LIBRA
same schedule except that the
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Special Collections ancI'Media
SaNk time for yourself. Resources will be closed on
Relax with a good book or March 16.
•
enjoy privacy with those for
whom you care. Turn off the
outside world.
SCORPIO
"
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MAC
Enjoy a pleasant drive in
the country with a loved one. A
The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
time to share sentiments and Mischke, Jr., will speak on
to get to know each other "The Only Thing That Makes
better. Enjoy _socializing„ too
Sense" with scripture from
SAGITTARIUS
Mark 11:1-11 and 15:1-39 at the
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ler
worship sevice on
10:5(ea.m..with
combined
Initiative
March
Sunday,
9, at the First
opportunity brings you career
benefits. Later, you'll want- to United Methodist Church.
Special music will be by the
celebrate and to share your
Carol and Chapel Choirs,
good fortune.
directed by Mrs. John A.
CAPRICORN
Thompson. The Chancel
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19, V
Publishing and creative Choir, directed by Paul
opportunities for those in- Shahan with Bea Farrell as
clined. Educational matters organist, will sing the anthem,
favored too. Your optimism "I Walked Today Where Jesus
attracts others' admiration. Walked."
AQUARIUS
Church School will be atS:45
15 a.m. and the Covenant Prayer
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll need time by yourself Groups will meet at 6 p.m. on
to make the most of today's Sunday.
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Dr. Mischke Will •
Speak At First
Methodist Services

THE

"In times of trouble, no
words, no matter how
magnificent, can match a
helping • hand." -- Frank
Tyger.
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By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
The ordinance of baptism
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
will -be— observed -trt---the-- --The media has been chided
Memorial Baptist Church, somewhat by Gov. John Y.
Main and Tenth Streets, Mur- Brown Jr., who insists that his
ray, at the 7 p.m. service- on proposed new budget calls for
no major new taxes despite
Sunday, Mardi 9.
The pastor; the Rev. Dr. what he said are implications
Jerrell White, will be the to the contrary.
speaker, and Greg Johnston,
In a statement and comassfstant director of the ments Friday at a news conJonathan Creek Baptist ference, the governor,said he
Camp,will give a testimony.
"challenges the media, to be
At the 10:50 a.m. service Dr. balanced" in its presentation
White will speak on "God's of the budget, which was subCreation: Male and Female" mitted to the Legislature
with scripture from Gen. 1:26- Thursday night.
31. Joe Morton, deacon of the
He acknowledged that
week, will assist in the services.
Tommy Wilkins will direct
the music in the absence of
Milton Gresham who is away
leading the Memorial
Church's annual youth
retreat. Margaret Wilkins-is
organist ancj Sharon Owens is
pianist.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Kathey, Vincent, and
Laura Alton-.
Church Teaching will be at
9-40'a.m.and Church Training
at6 p.m.

ery possibly" the alleged times as necessary, this is a
misunderstanding of the humane balanced budget with
media could have been no major new taxes," Brown
averted had he disclosed the sa.uima staipmpat distributed
details of his tax plans in em- to reporters.
bargoed briefinsa earlier
"In fact, in today's dollars if
Thursday with reporters and
is a slight decredse."
legislators.
The proposed budget for the
Instead,the governor outlin- next two fiscal years totals
ed his tax plans after reading about $9.5 billion, including
federal money, or $2 billion
much of his prepared text.
Brown's main quarrel seem- mo than the current budget.
ed' to be with the headlines
A highlight of Brown's plan
rather than the stories involv- to raise more revenue,
ed. Editors, not reporters, especially for the ailing Road
write headlines.
Fund,is to convert the current
•'Let me say very loudly and state tax of 9 cents per gallon
very clearly, and as many on gasoline to 9 percent of the

Declarer was in trouble in
the play of today's colorful
game. Two suits had failed
to break and it was time to
ask for a helping hand.
The game was reached
easily with South having
strength to spare. It is well
to note that in a bidding
sequence such as this one
South chose the jump to
three no trump because
many play the delayed jump
to two no truinp as an invitation instead of a force.
Declarer was Louise
Childs of Dallas and the
play was to prove more
troublesome than the
bidding.
The heart king was
ducked, but declarer won
the next heart. Had she
ducked again, the game
might have slipped away.
With neither the spades nor
the diamonds 3-3, declarer
would have been forced to
play the club suit and West
would have gathered five
tricks to beat- the game
(three hearts, one diamond
and one club).
Louise noted from East's
play (high low) that the
hearts were going to split 44, so she made the excellent
play of taking the second
heart. Next she tried the
spades and, when they failed
to break, the three top diamonds did no better.
• However, thee was yet
antother chance.
Louise exited'' With her
last heart and West was put
on play. He could do no better than cash his red suit
winners, but eventually he
had to lead a club and
declarer had her nine tricks.

Pass

Opening

hearts

3 NT

Another Brown request to
legislators was for authority
to use as much as $150 million
annually in revenue bonds to
obtain money for road
maintenance and construction.
"I had a much more restrictive meaning than the press
understood," Brown said.
He said he was referring not

OPEN DAILY 9 9•SUNDAY 12-6

to temporary patching, but,to
long-term improvements of
highways.
As for his pfan for a neu
minerals tax. Brown said
limestone was exempted to
aid farmers and the other
minerals shou,d be taxed just
like coal as on,ler the
severance levy
he
governor
legisla;ors "almost across OK
board" have been n aitaiv
favorably to his gasol,ne or,version plan, the inmeralstax
proposal and the plannec
reshuffling in turnbacks of excess severance tax °deetions

K mart ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

•=u
THE SAVING PLACE

Our turn intention is to have every
advertised itern in stock on our•oeiwes
If an ectverbaed item is not available tor
purchase due to an y unfor•seen
reason K man teal mime• Rath Check
on 'egoist for the merchandise to be
purchawyd at the sal* price whenever
wuulabte or will sell you comparable
quality dem al•comparable reduction
in price Our policy is to give OW
C 0$10CII4f• -satisfaction always
1Y

it°PRICEBREAKERS

Dr. Whittaker To
Speak At Both
Services Sunday
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, will speak on "The
Peril of Prosperity" with
scripture from Deut 8:11-18 at
the 10:45 a.m. service, and on
"Enticed Away" with scripture from Deut. 12:29, 13:18 at
the 7 p.m. service on Sunday,
March 9.
•
Assisting in the services will
be the associate pastor, the
Rev. G. T. Moody, and the
- deacon of the week, Dr. Paul
Lyons,Jr.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will sing- a solo and
direct the Church Choir in
special music at the morning
service. Mrs. Cynthia Turnbow will sing a solo and the
Ladies Choir will sing at the
evening service. Joan I3owker
is organist and Allene Knight
is pianist.
The flowers for the sanctuary today are furnished by
Mr. and Mrs. /kings McCarty
and family in mem'Ory of their
son,Ted.
Sunday School with John
Randolph as director will be at
9:30 a.m. and Ctuiich Training
with Dr. Kenneth Winters as
director at6 p.m.
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Cushion Sole Socks

FOR II Our Regular 87-96-

Our Reg 997

White socks hove reinforced heel, toe.
Men's sizes.

Double-back
Comfort Briefs

Nylon Jacket

Warm-up jacket is flannel-lined
for warmth. Men's sizes.

In Shop K mart for everyday low,
discount prices and save.

-'--.`-- Soft, fdouble-back briefs of acetate or
acetalte/nylon. White or beige in
regular-5-7. X-Sizes 840. Save.

XIERIOS

41c
Jergen's 3-0z.•

FOR

Bruce Logue Will
Speak At University
Church Of Christ

2/$5

Facial Soap

Latex Redwood Stain
Exterior redwood stain
protects restores
Gallon
Quick dry

Lotion-mild soap with
an ever-so-pleasing
fragrance. Save now.

Bruce Logue will speak on
"A Hymn of Salvation" with
scripture from Ephesians 1:114 at the 10:30 a.m. service,
and on "Dwelling In Gba's
NORTH
3.1I-A
Tent" with scripture from
Psalms 15 at the 6 p.m.service
•AK75
on Sunday, March 9, at the
•J 8
•A 5 4
University Church of Christ.
. •Q 8 7 5
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, _Richard
EAST
WEST
Smith, Willard Ails, Larry
•J 1062
494
Wright, John Nanny, Greg
•5 4 3 2
KG 109
•8 3
* J 9 76
Delaney, Prentice Dunn, Ver•K J 4
4962
non Butterworth, Wayne
SOUTH
Doran, Rob Gingles, George
•Q 8 3
Wilson, Doug Jones, Kennie
•A 7 6
Colson, J. P. Parker, Steve
•K Q 102
Welter,and James Feltner.
•A 10 3
Nursery supervisors will be
Vulnerable: North-South. Anna Faye Taylor, Margaret
Dealer: North. The bidding:
Waldrop, Gail Wright, Martha
Alls, and
Gargus.
South West
North East
Bible study will be held at
•
Pass
14
Pass
9:30 a.m.Sunday.
1•

wholeale price.
Even that will not be an increase for the moment, the
governor said, though it will
be when the wholesale pnce
begins reaching $1.10 per
gallon.

Or/14 SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

ACESTRA G CORN, JR
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Murray State
Releases Schedule
Of Library Hours

Brown Says Budget Has No New Taxes

• Net wel

RN

4.010itt›

Stereo
Tape Player

13u8
,
2-piece Nylon

Our Reg 32.88

Warm-up Suit

Model C-902A

Under Dash
8-Track

19 88

Men s action -styled
• nylibn suit has elastic
waistband and pockets
in jacket and pants.

24"

Sold in Sporting Goods Dept

—AL

cior.••'

'La

'Mart
„

All pass

lead: King
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'A Renewed Church'
To Be Subject Of
Dale's Sermons

to land the shaky game.
A helping hand from the
opponents is always
"A Renewed Church" will
welcome. But sometimes be the subject of the sermons
you must lay the ground- by John Dale at the 8:30 and
work.
10:40 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
on Sunday, March 9, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Bid with Coro
Christ. His scripture will be
from I Cor. 15:57,58 and I Cor.
South holds. 3-8-B
15:21-24.
Assisting in the services will
be Jerry Ainley, Jerry Bolls,
•A K75
•J 8
Jim Ragsdale, Johnny Bohan•A 5 4
non, Garry Evans, Randy
•Q 9 7 5
Wright, Hugh Gingles, Earl
Nanny, Dale Chadwick,
South North
Wayne Wilson, Jamie Potts,
1•
I,
t•
Paul Kelly, Leemon Nix, Vernon Anderson, EmmanuelANSWER: Two no trump. Manners, Sam Parker, and
North has forced and a no James Lamb.
trump- contract is MoreTeen nursery helper will be
appealing than a game In Tracy LaNfastus and special
diamonds.
.
class helper swill be Kevin
--Send bridge questions to The As, - McManus. Serving (in the exP.O. Res 1230, Dallas. Texas 75225. teiesket department will be Joe
with self-addresasd, stamped stivalooe Garland and Ed A. Thomas.
for reply
Bible study will be held at
9:45 a.m.

•

Standard Pilowcasee Pr. 2.11
Double, Flat/Fitted, 3.22
theme flat/Fitted, 5,27
king Plloweases, Pr. 2.66
King She, Flat/Fitted, 1.66

2"20 hip
'46
ea

Twin Size

White No-Iron Sheets
Kmore 's white muslin bed coverings at a thrifty
stock-up price! Easy-core cotton/polyester
always looks smooth, end trim.
Shop now.'

24 lip

Develop And
Print Special
Get beautiful borderless
prints fyom Focal' or
Kodak cofiE print film.
NO WOW Pi191

700 Li S 641 N.
MURRAY, KY.

12x12 plain tiles for decorating
$ox of 12 Plain Mirror Tiles, $6
'Antique' Or 'Gold Vein' Tiles,
Each 87'
..... . Iles.of.1 2, 10,32
•
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illialAND OUTDOORS

ri—
iew Officers Elected To
Ky. League Of Sportsmen
The league of Kentucky Sportsmen held their spring
meeting Monday, March 3 at 7 p.m. Officers for the-corning
year were elected and plans were made for the convention to
be held in June.
The convention will be held June 27, 28, and 29 at the Kentucky Dam Convention Center at Gilbertsville. Many
business matters and lots of entertainment will be instore for
everyone.
Five men from the first district federation were nominated
To nin—fik C0Flif-Mtroffertorthe--Department of Fish-and
Wildlife. The five men from the first district were Mike Boatwright, Paducah, Nathan Sholar, Mayfield, Earl Allen, Murray,Sol Fritz, Hopkinsville,and Arthur Curtis, Paducah.
Anyone wishing to attend the convention, who needs overnight accommodations needs to call now and make reservations. The number to call is 1-800-372-2961, which is a toll free
number for the Kentucky Dam State Park.
There will be more information and details at a later date.

111=

If I Can't Go Fishing,
At Least I Can Dream

Snow fell last night. A three
inch blanket of white is draped •
over my boat, dashing hopes
of a forray after crappie or
catfish.
The new fishing season is
Al Slaw left, introduced Harold Wallace fises the Deparat hand, despite what the
right
tment of Fish and Wildlife, division of physical control, to
says. The snow
weather
speak and answer any questions.
should disappear as the
Pteetes Illy Mary barrow
temperatures warm on into
March. Bass will be up in
shallow water, crappie will be
concentrating for their move
to the shallows...!! I can't go
fishing, at least I can dream.
What are the prospects for
spring fishing? What's new in
the angling world that area
liAwetters would be interested in? To find out I
called Bill McLemore of
Murray, fisheries biologist
with the state Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
McLemore keeps his finger on
the - -Pulse- of angling
hereabouts, and he had some
interesting comments. .
"I'm looking for a. good
fishing season," he said. "We
didn't have much ice on the
lakes this year, and this
prevented a die-off of forage
fish like the threadfin and
gizzard had. Prior to this
year we've had a couple of big
die-offs when the. lakes froze
over, and this hurt the
Officers for the Learn of Kentucky Sportsmen, first distrkt federation, for the new year are frau left, Bib Strode,
availability of food for our
president, Paul Black, vice-president, and David Walker, secretary-treaserer.
gamefish."
I asked if the high lake
levels and good spawn last
year meant we'd have more
little warmer water tern- will have the time to get out perature at the surface was 39 fish for this season. "It's
By Mary Barrow
and try their luck.
,
degrees, 10 feet 40 degrees, 25- wrong to think that a good
Fishing is slow at the peratures.
will
year
Murray Bait Co. said there feet 41 degrees. ,Kentucky spawn last
Kenlake Marina reported
present but if the warm
bettet
mean
necessarily
364.67
stage
few
by
a
been
boats
Lake
out
only
upper
had
were
several
boats
should
it
out
weather holds
fishing this spring. It takes at
improve in the next few days. Thursday, but that no one had their way this week, and the
leasttwo years for our popular
Its getting the time of year been in with any fish. The report there was the same,
Tournaments
gamefish. particularly the
that the crappie and sauger fishing seems to be slow now, slow.
and Meetings
bass, to get big enough to be
Jerry McConnell, of Big
will begin to bite with just a but this weekend more people
keepers. A good spawn last
Mac's Sporting Goods, said
The Murray Bass Club has spring will mean that that age
only a couple of anglers had
their club tourna- group of fish will be available
cancelled
been by his store that had been
fishing and no one had done ment out of Kenlake Marina to fishermen in 1981. But we do.
for this weekend, but have set have good, stable populations
very well.
of gamefish in Kentucky and
Hopefully this weekend a new date for April 12.
Barkley Lakes, and I feel like
things will pick up and there
LENOIR, N.C. 1AP) — All
Members of the jury decid- will be more to report next
The Kentucky Lake Bass if the weather cooperates,
the jury wanted was the bear ed Sally is a black bear but week.
Club will hold a club tourna- everything should be in good
facts.
ment out of Kenlake Marina shape."
they said Brinkley didn't know
.
Sally, a '130-pound bear, that when he bought her for
Saturday Marcti15.
Fish Attractors
Water Levels
went to Caldwell County $150. Brinkley was ordered to
And Temperatures
This spring will be the first
Superior Court last week as surrender the animal to the
The Kentucky Lake Bass real test of the new fish atWednesday, March 5,
evidence in the trial of Wildlife Commission.
Barkley Lake upper stage Club will hold their regular tractors sunk by McLemore's
Douglas Guy Brinkley, charg354.54, lower stage 311.71. monthly meeting.at 7:30 p.m. crew into the lakes. I know
ed by a North Carolina
Water temperature at the at the Masonic Lodge in some local fishermen who
Tire Tips For
Wildlife,,Commission officer
surface was 39 degrees, 10 feet Aurora, Monday March 10.
have already taken some good
with possessing a black bear,
40 degrees, 25 feet 41 degrees.
from the brushpiles,
crappie
The
RV
Owner
a rnisdetneanor.
The Murray Bass Club will and they should concentrate
Kentucky Lake upper stage
Brinkley' contended Sally
hold their regular monthly fish like a magnet when the
For maximum towing ease, 354.69.
was a Himalayan bear and
meeting at 6:30 p.m. at the water gets warmer.
6,
March
Barkley
Thursday,
argued wildlife officials had tire life and traileringsafety- Lake upper stage 354.49, lower Sirloin Stockade, Wednesday
McLemore said that a new
1. Make certain tires are
informed him it was legal to
12.
Water
temstage
pinpointing the af316.19.
map
keep a.Himalayan bear in cap- inflated to the recommended perature at the surface was 39
t-actors for fishermen will be
the
on
indicated
as
pressure
tivity.
degrees, 10 feet 40 degrees, 25
available by the end of the
So Brinkley and his attorney vehicle I.D. plate.
When white bass cease month. The map is being
Kentucky
41
feet
degrees.
2. Wheel lugs should be
put Sally next to mounted
feeding on the surface, they prepared by the graphics
Lake upper stage 354.59.
black bears in an attempt to securely tightened.
sometimes
head for the bot- department at Land Between
March
Barkley
7,
Friday,
3. Visually inspect tire tread
show jurors the difference by
Lake upper stage 354.58, lower toni. Try jigs and spoons just the Lakes, and it'll include
tear
for
and
walls
wear
and
chin color, teeth number and
stage 317.38. Water tern- over bottom cover.
brushpileS put out by the
before each trip.
muzzle shape.
fisheries unit at LBL as well
st.".2,-\ \
• as those dropped in the lake by
P the Department of Fish and
- On 1..edbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
VInsws
IN HOOKS
Wildlife Resources. This
(r,
column will provide more
12
(
)
details for obtaining a map
(:)
when they're ready for
JINN
distribution.
McLemore also said one of
es.e.
his immediate porjects is the
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
marking of thebrushpiles with
NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
buoys. The buoys
floating
and
Boat, Motor,Pontoon ar Ski
should be in place by midRentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageMarch, and they will take the
out of locating the
guesswork
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.I. Vehicles
attractors.
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tiros
McLemore indicated that
Rt. 1 Hardin
(502)474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
In The Jackson Purchase
753-6779
10 N 4th
the brushpile project will
s.
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Fishing Report, Lake And River Stages

Black Bear Or

Himalayan Bear

TOES W

Wade Bourne

A

Kenlake Marina

Hooks Wheel Alignment

Despite ssmwy weather, fishing season in west Kentucky can't be fur off. Fisheries
biologist Bill lAcLontere says the season sheaW be geed, weather permitting, and that
commie of new Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources prevents are Oillted at making
the anglers' prospects better.
continue,and that Eddy Creek Catch the river at a low, clear there.
I --ge,cently completed a
in Barkley Lake is the next stage, time this with extra
site slated for an attractor. current produced ,"by power magazine story about fishing
That work should be done this generation at Barkley Dam, in the Ohio in the stretch east
spring, and then the crew will and you'll find some great of Cincinnati. One of the
revert back to Kentucky Lake bass action. Again, these are fishermen I interviewed said
in the fall.
mostly Kentuckies, and they he felt that the Ohio had some
Cyprus Plantings
concentrate to feed on the of the best bass fishing
•Arther spring project that minnows washed up on the anywhere. Some of his best
should benefit area fishermen rocks by the flow. Shallow, places were around dams on
is one calling for the planting small crankbaits in a shad the river, particularly in
of Cyprus tree seedlings in The pattern or
Rapala-type eddies in the rocks- under the
backs of bays on both lakes. minnows work best. Also, if big concrete structures.
I don't know of'much fishing
McLemore said that his unit you're an early riser, try a
has 5,000 seedlings for the black Jitterbug right when in the Ohio in this part of the
west side of Kentucky Lake, darkness is giving way to state, but Bill McLemore says
LBL has 15,000 for its Ken- light. Some of the strikes it's a real sleeper. And he ieels
tucky and Barkley Lake you'll get will jolt your like the,sleeper will wakt up
when the new Smithland Pool
shoreline, and the Corps of muscles and your nerves.
impounded (around 'July of
is
Engineers has 5,000 for the
Of course it's no secret that
east ,side of Barkley. These the tailwater areas below both this year). So if you have a
seedlings should reintroduce dams are two of the hottest notion to try something difcover onto what are now fishing holes in the country. ferent, head for the big river.
barren mudflats, and they But where do you think all The pressure is almost non,. those fish come from? The existent, and the fish have to
should be a boon to bass and.
crappie fishermen alike.
Ohio River - it's the bed of be there.
Fishing Tips
supply. And smart fishermen
That's enough biology. Now will check out-- the new
for a few tips. In dreaming Smithland Dam just upstream
about, fishing I like lo think from where the Cumberland
about good times and places empties into the Ohio. There's
I've enjoyed, and several of a lot of rocky structure
them aren't utilized enough by around, both manmade and
the fishing public.
natural, - -and it stands to
When the water gets up to reason that the flit should be
summer pool in late March or
early April, most bass
fishermen head back in the
coves and throw spinnerbaits.
But a good bet, one I
discovered a couple of seasons
ago,is to tie on crankbaits and
work riprap. areas for Kentucky (spotted) bass. The
Kentuckies gang up along
rocky formations this time of
year to feed on crayfish. Use
deep runners in a crayfish
pattern, and -bounce them
along the rocks in 3-8 feet of
water. This can lead to some
dynamite action with a fish I
consider the gamest in our
lakes. Pound for pound, the
Kentucky bass is the champion fighter. Use light spinning tackle, and when you
hook a four-pounder (they DO
exist in good numbers), you'll
have all the tussle you can
handle.
After the spawn when the
minnows start to school, I'll
head for the Cumberland
River. I put my boat in at
Dmusio, left, and iskisly Boyd started this season with a
Smithland and run back upstream to a series of outside
geed two day catch. The pair brologht in 155 crappie while
river bends where rocks have
fishing out of(reeked Creek February 23 and 24.
been exposed by the current.
Photo Courtesy a tilleerey Solt C.
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FOUR WHEELING.,

Camper Show Held At Expo Center
errttrudr

Best Four-Wheel Drive Ever
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The things we do unto our
own selves! Possibly one of
the very best four wheel drive
vehicles built anywhere in the
entire world is the Range
Rover - an incredibly
engineered tribute to quality
that is manufactured in
England. It is the Roll-Royce •
of the four wheel drive ranks.
Examined in its home land
we discover a rig that requires
the farewell shove of approximately twenty thousand
dollars American. Ouch? Well
yes but remember we are in a
day and age when quality is so
rare that it never seems to be
cheap. And that is not so far
removed from what some of
these chrome and carpet
laden ego perversions of the
original brute machines go for
today in the States.
The Range Rover in
England performs on a par
with a power pack fifty seven
Chevrolet V8. The performance compared to our
present turtles is astounding.
Powerful. Smooth. Stout.
Enough to almost embarrass
a present day Corvette. Fuel
economy is not its strong suit
but there it normally covers_
eighteen to twenty miles on
one gallon of gasoline. The

lighting system is so far ad- possibly twelve.
The stirring
vanced as to make our present performance is strangled to
machinery seem equipped the point of bordering on the
with candles. The smooth lackasiaisical though even
efficient power plant is a here it will outperform most of
much Modified and vastly our presevt machines. The
improved aluminum V-8 excellent Lucas lighting
displacing two hundred and system is replaced with our
fifteen cubic inches. One built present "wink and Wonder"
in this country back in the type lights common to all our
sixties for small Olds and present cars and trucks,
Buicks. Braking is four wheel which allows all of us the
disc. Superb. Stopping'power regular kamikaze thrill of
superior to anything presently night driving. The excellent
available on any four wheel gas refill spout which pulls out
drive around. Absolutely no to make it easy to pour in gas
fade. We won't bore you with from Jerry cans or other
all the intricate detailing of supplies is junked; being
the suspension engineering replaced with one of our
but it is magnificent, and current z, nightmares
of
capable. It is a great four plumber's insanity that makes
wheel drive rig.
gassing up a subject we may
Perhaps it was inevitable ?have to start teaching in high
that the Range Rover should,- school. The good old Stateside
someday be imported into the touch. In spite of this, the
United States. That is,obt as Range Rover comes thru as a
easy a thing as pat might fine four wheel drive. And one
imagine. To b*i.i with the which presumably will sell
price is "readjusted" to the here in spite of the ouyageous
tune of about thirty two price and the gas guzzling
thousand dollars! That's with habits which we bestowed
no options mind you. Various upon it.
"improvements" are made to
If you and I would learn how
comply with our emission to shift gears again, arid It we
laws,and the gasoline mileage could get the government to
drops from eighteen to twenty take its b_ig nose cut of the car
all the way down to ten and building business - there is no
reason why we can't be
driving big, comfortable, full
size cars that get thirty miles
to the gallon or better. Today.
Will the four wheel drive
survive the two dollar a gallon
crisis in the future? That
seems to be a question that a
lot of four wheelers like to
discuss. You might be surprised to learn that four wheel
drive sales are presently
showing more strength than
most other types of the
automotive industry. Its also
true that the "Hot" end of this
market is the smaller, more
economical type of vehicles.
Motors t• sit ligyNINIIS MAI were available, both
inFour wheel drive import
boards and **Awards were en display. no.,ey Macy Barmy
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A large crowd was present at the beat show held at the Padecah Mail last
weekend.
Mack and Mach Sports Aroma was only ewe
many dialers wise had many boats
.‘available for the',Mk to admire.

trucks. Four cylinder jeeps.
Diesels. Subaru's. Eagles.
Four wheel drive is not out,
but its changing in response to
newer times. I sometimes
even think we may get back to
producing a vehicle as good as
the original War Two Jeep!
That's where it all started and crazy as it may seem that seems to be where its
headed. Range Rovers notwithstanding.
Seventeen percent interest.
Twenty percent inflation.
Politics.
Embargoes.
Unemployment. Two dollars a
gallon: Smog. Taxes. Its
getting about time to head for
the boondocks and do some
thinking.
FOUR
HAPPY
WHEELING.

Archery Club Holds
Groundhog Hunt
The Midway Archery Club
of Princeton, has announced
their third annual BowHunters'
Hog
Heaven
groundhog hunt. The hunt is
scheduled for March 15 and 16,
in the Land .Between The
Lakes. The Kentucky areas
will be area 8 and 9, and the
areas in Tennessee will be
area 11.
Registration will begin at 5
a.m. at the public area located
two miles east of the Trace on
U.S. 68. All groundhogs will be
weighed in by one half hour
after sunset and prizes Will be
awarded at that time. There
will be a five dollar entry fee
for the hunt.
First prize will be $50 for the
most groundhogs, second
'prize will be $30 for the largest
groundhog, third prize will be
$25 club award, and fourth
prize will be $20 for the
smallest groundhog. Third
prize will be awarded to the
club (excluding Midway)
whose members weigh in the
most. groundhogs. Either
NFAA-KAA affiliated clubs or
independent clubs are eligable
to compete.
All game must be taken with
archery equipment. NO
crossbows Please! Only one
prize will be given per hunter.
Prize money shown is
maximum, but will be
amortized based on fifty
entries.
4111mImm.
Clean Handles
To remove dirt, grease and
slithe from cork fishing-rod
handles, use an ordinary
powdered household cleaner.
Dampen a cloth, dip it in some
of the powder, and scrub the
grips on your rods unl_they
come clean. Not only will it
remove the foreign matter
from the surface, but the
bleach contained in the
cleanser will return the cork
to its original brightness.
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Several people came out even in the new to view the many canspers on display, Sunday March 2. The slsew was held
at the Exposition Center on College Farm Read.
Pintos Sy Mary Barrow

Many of the campers were like a home away from home,
was very luxurious.

•,\ inside

Great deals were made available at the campers show.
The Coleman Company had the perfect deal for the outdoor
lover. With this offer a person could camp and boat at •
reasonable prke.

JIM Afsepky's

Crayfish, A Link
In The Food
Chain Of A Bass

1110-.
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Have you ever wondered
what triggers a migration of
fish to a certain area to feed?
Is it a message transmitted by
sound from • one fish .to
another, the changing seasOns
causing the water to warm or
cool, or perhaps an odor given
off by a special favorite food
that a fish loves?
Ask these questions of ten
fishermen and you probably
will get a wide variety of
answers. We may never know
the real reasons but I feel we
are close.
We are sure of one thing and
that is, the presence of food
attracts fish and holds them in
a given area until they feed
satisfactorily or they are
frightened away.
A knowledgeable fisherman
should be aware of the different kinds of food a bass eats
and the seasons that control
them. As most of you know a
bass does have a preference
most of the time. Whether it is
because one species is more
abundant or another tastes
better and is more easily
caught I am not sure.
In learning about the different kinds of food a bass
eats, there is one I am sure
many of you are not aware of.
It is an important link in their
food chain for a fisherman
because this particular link
gets things started in the early
spring. I am talking about the
crayfish
crawfish,
or
depending on the locale.:
The first few days orrparm
sunny weather causes the

crayfish to hatch by the
millions in the shallow waters
of Kentucky Lake. They
frequent the rocky shorelines
-in search of food for themselves and in turn, are eaten
by the bass. I am talking about
the top two ' feet of water
covering the entire shoreline
that is rocky.
Bass, large sizes and small,
smallrnouth, Kentucky and
largemouth, all love to prowl
these shallows dining on the
softshell crayfish. You can
find bass on banks that don't
have any structure other than
the rocks as well as around
brushpiles, stumps and
treetops.

Since the newly hatched
crayfish are between one and
two inches in length, the best
lures to use for catching the
bass have been small crankbaits.
Rebel deep wee-R's, mini
R's, Bill Norman little N's,
bomber 200 series sinkers are
the ones I like. I use four
colors starting with the
natural crayfish, white, red
and chartreuse. The color I
choose has to do with the
Water clarity.
You should switch often if
you don't get any strikes on a
particular color because the
light in the water changes the
same as it does on the surface.

Note the time of day, water
clarity, type of bank and the
light conditions whenever you
catch fish and many times you
can duplicate the next day. Sauger, crappie, white bass,
drum,.and catfish also come
out of the winter depths to feed
on the crayfish while they are
small, so don't be surprised if
you catch something besides a
bass.
One other thing, work your
lures slowly because the water
is still cold and thelish are
sluggish.
They take a lure softly much
of the time so don't expect a
hard strike. Have fun!

The Kentucky Waterfowl Alliance held•meeting at the C
lion Center at Kentucky
Dam, Thursday, March. There were several speakers en hand end after business was
taken care the floor was open fer swestions.Pktured above are a few of the speakers, left
to right, Wade learn*, publicity chairman, Deb Smith with TVA, Carl Kays, commisioner
for the Department of Fish end Wildlife and Frank Dibble, waterfowl biologist
Photo by Mary Berr•Iv
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Crittendon, Roberts Pace Comeback

Murray Wins 67-65 In Two Overtimes
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
It was a barnburner.
As old and worn as this
basketball term is, there is
none better to describe Friday
night's district tournament
game between Murray High
and Calloway County.
When the smoke had cleared
and the screaming had stopped, it was Murray who
emerged with a two-point,
double-overtime triumph, 6765. The victory assured the
Tigers of a berth in next
week's Regional tournament
and sends them into a clash
with Marshall County tonight
for the District Four championship.
Murray hardly looked the
part of a championship contender during the first threeand-a-half quarters of last
night's encounter. The Lakers
held leads of six, eight and 11
points at various times during
the contest and, with 5:54 left
in the game, appeared to be in
command with a 46-38 lead.
Howie Crittenden personally ignited a Tiger rally that
enabled Murray to pull into a
51-51 tie with 1:47 left. The
junior guard suffered through
a poor shooting first three
quarters but put it all together
in the final period, firing in 11
of his game high 26 points in
the last eight minutes to pace
the Tigers.

BOBBY DANIEL (34) of Murray blocks a shot by Keith
Lovett (45) of Calloway County as Howie Crittendon (22)
watches.

It was Crittenden who gave
Murray their first lead since
early in the second period.
After drawing a questionable
charging foul from Richard
Smotherman to send the
Laker standout to the bench
with five fouls, Crittenden hit
a layup with 1:18 left to edge
the Tigers ahead,53-51.
As he has all season long,
the Lakers' Dan Key came
through in the clutch. The
sophomore guard hit bath
ends of a pressure packed
bonus situation to deadlock
the game at 53-all at the 1:14
mark.

STOP
SHOCK

Both squads had late attempts to end the game in
regulation time. Crittenden
missed a driving layup
through the heart-of the-Laker
defense with 23 seconds left.
Keith Lovett was just short on
his attempt to send Calloway

Electrical Safety
At Home

by Bobby Daniel, Murray
grabbed a 65-60 lead midway
through the period. Baskets by
Key, Darnell and Keith Lovett
kept the Lakers close but the
Tigers held the advantage for
most cif the second overtime
stanza. It took a Lovett layup
at the buzzer to cut the final
score to 67-65 for the Tigers.
Explaining his team's sudden turnaround in the final
quarter, Murray coach Cary
Miller said, "you can tell the
kids that they are in trouble,
but sometimes it takes them a
while to find it out for
themselves. I think that is
what happened here.
"We finally realized that we
were in trouble and we came
through. We stacked the one
side of Our offense to Crittenden's side and it worked
out for us. You've got to hand
it to Calloway, they played a
great game and they are a
great team."
Calloway mentor Chic Nute
was understandably disappointed in his team's loss,
finishing the Laker's year
with a 8-18 record. "We had our chance, but we
just let it slip away," Nute
said. "We hated to lose this
one but you have got to give
Murray a lot of credit; they
never quit. I wish them a lot of
luck in the rest of the tournaMURRAY GUARD HOWiE. CRITTENDON shoots for two
ment."
of 26 goints as he ,paced his team in its second half
Besides Crittenden's scorHibbitts
David
67-65
win. Staff Photos By
comeback for a
ing honors, the Tigers were
with 17
to the regional with a 10-footer the game wrapped up at 57-53. paced by Bobby Daniel
Craig Darnell's .17-footer points. Robin Roberts added
from the corner with two ticks
with four seconds left looked 12 points as the Tigers upped
remaining.
Calloway sorely missed to be just a meaningless their ledger to 14-9 on the year.
Jeff Garrison led the Laker
Smotherman heading into the basket but his shot became
overtime period. The senior very important just a few - attack with 18 points. Key add13 and
center was the dominant force moments later. On the enesuing ed 16, Smothermen
put on
Calloway
as
11
Lovett
was
Crittenden
play,
of the Laker rebounding as he inbounds
of
displays
strongest
its
of
one
violawalking
a
with
charged
the
on
success
had the most
season.
the
awardwas
Calloway
boards against the taller dreg' tion, and
Both squads have reason to
Latio and Robin Roberts of ed the ball in their own
forward to next season,
look
forecourt.
Murray.
Following a timeout, it Was even though Murray's is not
It was Roberts who came
teams are
alive in the overtime periods Dan Key who once again was yet over. The two
seniors
for the Tigers. He hit all three called upon to shoot the impor- losing a total of just-six
into
heading
them
between
ball
the
took
Key
basket.
attempted
tant
of the shots that he
to lead the Murray extra on the inbounds pass deep in next year's campaign.
.Murray High (67) — Howie
his own frontcourt, took three
period scoring.
Controlling the first over- dribbles forward, and fired in Crittenden 8 10-10 26; Bobby
7 3-5 17; Robin Roberts
time tip, the Tigers worked a perfect 72-foot jump shot Daniel
Todd Bradshaw 2 2-2
2:02 off the clock before over two Murray defenders 6 0-0 12;
1 0-3 2; Greg LetSwift
Nick
6;
clock.
the
on
left
time
nO
with
to
layup
a
in
Roberts dumped
Hibbard 0 0-0 0;
Nick
4;
0-2
2
t°
t
four-poin
The unexpected
put Murray up 55-53.
0 0-1 0.
McMillen
David
final
the
in
Lakers
the
by
spurt
tying
the
at
Three attempts
67.
15-23
26
Totals:
extra
first
the
of
bucket by Calloway on the eight seconds
Calloway County (65) —Jeff
next trip down the floor were period forced a second three5 8-12 18; Dan Key 5
Garrison
errant-.and,-with - Crittenden minute affair.
Using the strength of 6-8 16; Richard Smotherinan 4
sinking both ends of a oneKeith Lovett 5 1-3 11;
and-one with 14 seconds left., Robert's inside shooting and 5-6 13;
3 1-2 7; Brad
the Tigers appeared to have some fine driving to the hoop Craig -Darnell
Miller 0 0-0 0. Totals: 22 21-31
65
.. 13 8 15 17 4 10 67.
Murray.
Calloway. 12 12 16 134 865.

Should Stand in Time

Electric power is a tremendous
force for helping us. It's also a
tremendous force that can hurt us.Each
year in the TVA region many people are
injured or killed by electricity. The
reason is almost always faulty appliances
and tools. Or our own carelessness.
Protect yourself and your family from
electrical shock. Ground equipment. Use
the Ground Fault Interrupter. Or use
double-insulated tools. Keep equipment
in good working order. Replace frayed
cords. Repair or discard defective
equipment immediately.
Be alert to the warning signal — a
slight shock or tingle. Don't wait for a
second one. At the first warning,take
immediate corrective action.

Olive

S

1

YOUTH AGAINST POWER — Calloway freshmen forwards Jeff Garrison (33) and Keith Lovett(45)cannot stop
Murray center Robin Roberts (54) who got hot for the
Tigers in the overtimes.

Calloway, Murray
How Would You
Play Classic Game Like Not Getting

What a way it was to cap a
season for Calloway County
and open a new one for Murray High as the two teams
stayed_ after each other
through two overtimes with
Murray pulling out a 67-65
thriller at Racer Arena last
night.
It was a classic confrontation in so many ways: in the
way Calloway was still exerting its last ounce of energy
even after two of its starters
had fouled out; in the way
Murray junior guard Howie
Crittendon took the reins in
the last two quarters and
brought his team surging back
from an 11-point deficit; and,
most importantly, in the way
coaches Cary Miller of Murray and Chic Nute of Calloway
County demonstrated their
respect for each other and
kept their composure with
their teams in the most straining moments.
So many rivalries are entrenched in bitter, petty exchanges, but despite the innate differences in these,two
teams and schools hist night,
the imporkinceof the game to
the community always toothed
the clearest.
- These are the games which
last a lifetimes Cnttendon's
153-1312 corner shots and Key's shot at
the buzzer in the first overtime were made. by players

Murray Electric
System

RICHARD SMOTHERMAN (41) goes up for two points for
Calloway County as Nick Swift(31)defends.

David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times

with steel nerves. They were
moments which should have
been frozen in time.
Crittendon got the message
to his team — the game was
not over. Calloway held on for
dear life, but Murray was
relentless in its comeback
But Key had the same
message for his team. Not too
often have two teams wanted
so badly to win a game.
When it was over, there was
not a dry eye in the Calloway
County lockerroom — the
players and the coaches had
expended- everything tbey
had. They had no reason to
believe theytad lost.
Even though Murray's size,
poise alid efperience flitd the
difference at the end, both
teams played like proven winners.
Calloway had come so far

since its 76-59 loss in the first
meeting between the two
teams at Racer Arena. The
maturity of freshmen forwards Keith Lovett and Jeff
Garrison and- sophomore
guard Dan Key left the door
wide open for Nute to build
himself a very competitive
team around this nucleus in
the next few years.
Murray, meanwhile, could
have become desperate so
many times. After hitting 27
percent of its first half shots,
the Tigers never stopped attacking Calloway's inside
game,eventually gaining a little stamina over the smaller
Lakers.
But Murray could not find a
gameplan for what Calloway
threw at them in sheer desire.
If Calloway did indeed want
the game more than Murray
did, it was because this team
believed it had everything to
gain last night.
Murray and Calloway will
play many,many more games
in the future, but it is doubtful
that any will ever surpass the
contrasting, superb efforts of
_these two teams last night.
percan both be proud of
thl standards of competition.
and--sportsmanship they set---7—
last night. Those standards
should also be appreciated
and Wasted for a long, long
time.

Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month.
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.
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Murray Girls End Season
Marshall County Advances To Region With 50-33 Win

S

for

forstop
the

MURRAY FORWARD TONYA ALEXANDER puts up a shot under the basket as two
Marshall.County players try to stop her.
Staff Photo By David Hibbitts

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
The Murray High Lady
Tigers kept pace with Marshall County throughout the
first half, trailing just 21-20 at
the intermission, but could
manage to hit on just five
shots from the field in the final
two quarters to absorb a 50-33
loss at the hands of the
region's first-rated team.
The loss sends the Tigers to
the sidelines with a final
record of 13-9. Calloway County and Marshall County will
represent the Fourth District
in next week's regional tournament.
Murray made a strong bid
throughout the first half to
give the Marshals their second
consecutive upset. Calloway
County's win over the Lawwomen Thursday night was
Marshall County's first setback of the year.
The Tiger's trailed 11-6 at
the first stop mainly because
of a problem that was to
plague them all night long poor shooting. Murray could
connect on just three of 16
shots from the field in the
opening quarter as they quickly fell behind.
Two long jumpers by Velvet
Jones and a late layup by
Glenda Fox were all the scoring that the Tigers could
muster in the opening stanza.
Marshall County, on the
other hand, hit half of the 10
shOts it attempted in the
quarter and added a free

throw to vault Into the early
lead. Barbara Faughn hit six
of her game high 16 points in
the first period to lead the
Marshals.
Candy Jackson exploded for
all eight of her points to bring
the Tigers back in the second
stanza. The junior guard hit
four of the six shots she tried
in the second frame to pace
Murray. The shooting of

pleted the first round of the 48team NCAA extravaganza,
which winds down to the Final
Four at Indianapolis, Ind.,
March 22-24.
In the West at Tempe, Ariz.,
UCLA, which has, won more
national titles than any other
team, whipped Old Dominion
87-74 - the Bruins will meet
-top-ranked DePaul'on Sunday
- while No.18 Arizona State
crushed Loyola, Maryrnount
99-71.
A Mideast doubleheader at
Bowling Green, Ky., saw
Florida State edge Toledo 9491 while Virginia Tech nipped
Western Kentucky 89-85 in
overtime on the losers' court.
The East's first-round took
place atProvidence, R.I., with
No.19 Iona downing Holy
Cross 84-78 and Villanova
thrashingManwette-17-59. Sunday's complete lineup
finds Villanova vs. No.6
Syracuse and Iona vs. No.11
Georgetown in the East,
Florida State vs. No.4 Kentucky and Virginia Tech vs.
No.7 Indiana in the Mideast,
Alcorn vs. I.SU and Texas
A&M vs. No.15 North Carolina
in the Midwest and UCLA vs.
No.1 DePaul and Arizona
State vs. No.10 Ohio State in
the West.
Tour other doubleheaders
are scheduled today - IowaNorth Carolina State and Tennessee vs. No.8 Maryland in
the East at Greensboro, N.C.;

Purdue vs. No.13 St. John's
and Penn vs. No.14 Duke in the
Mideast at West Lafayette,
Ind.; Kansas State vs. No.2
Louisville and Missouri vs.
No.9 Notre Dame in the
Midwest at Lincoln, Neb., and
Lamar vs. No.5 Oregon State
and Clemson vs, No.12
Brigham Young in the West at
Odgen,Utah.
Alcorn trailed South
Alabama in the early going
but rallied for a 27-18 halftime
lead behind the outside
shooting of Eddie Baker, who
scored 12 of his 18 points in the
first 20 minutes. Larry Smith,
who scored only two points in
the first half, led the way with
16 after the intermission.
Asked what the Braves
would have to do to beat
mighty LSU, Whitney said:
"Weil,it lookslike we're going
to have to take a player who is
6-foot-4 and guard a guy on
their team who is 6-9.that will
be a a pretty tough matchup."
Texas A&M's Goff stole the
ball from Bradley's Hasan
Houston and dribbled
downcourt, where he was fouled on a layup attempt by
David Thirdkill to set up the
winning free throws. Prior to
that, Houston was Bradley's
hero, coming off the bench.to
score 17 points, including a
three-point play for a 53-51
lead with 1:08 to play.
Kiki Vandeweghe scored a
career-high 34 points to lead

UCLA over Old Dominion. The
Bruins never trailed, leading
36-28 at halftime, and building
it to 17 with 13:19 remaining.
Old Dominion- got within six
with 3:18 left-but UCLA scored
nine straight points to pull
away again.
"There were a lot of raised
eyebrows when we got into the
tournament," said UCLA
Coach Larry Brown, whose
Bruins finished fourth in the
Pacific-10 Conference with an
overall 17-9 record. "But I
believe that we were one of the
top 48teams in the country."
Arizona State's front line of
Alton Lister, Kurt Nimphius
and Sam Williams combined
for 38 points and controlled the
the backboards as the Sun
Devils crushed shorter
Loyola. It was never in doubt
after a 17-4 burst early in the
second half.
Dale Solomon, scoreless in
the first half, erupted for 20
points in the second half and
added the decisive basket in
overtime as Virginia Tech
squeaked past Western Kentucky. Solomon helped Tech
overcome an 18-point halftime
deficit with a 15-2 burst at the
start of the second half."
Tech's Dexter Reid sent the
game into overtime when he
put in a missed shot with 12
.seconds left - Reid then
scored six of his 14 points in
the overtime period - while

VPI Storms Back For Win
Over Western Kentucky
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(API - It took Virginia Tech
about 20 minutes to get its act
together, but after that the
Gobblers were unbeatable.
Trailing 48-30 at halftime,
Virginia Tech roared back for
an 89-85 overtime win over
Western Kentucky in a firstround game in the NCAA
Mideast Region basketball
tournament.
Florida State, which trailed
by five at the half, also had to
rally to nip Toledo 94-91 in the
first game of Friday's
doubleheader.
The wins earned the two
• Metro Conference clul$ spots
in • Sunday's second round
ben; Florida State, 22-8,
tackles fourth-rinked Kentucky, 28-5, while Virginia
Tech, 21-7, takes on seventhranked Indiana,20-7.
For a while, it seemed

Virginia Tech would spend
Sunday licking its wounds.
The Gobblers shot only 43 percent in the first half and
Western Kentucky dominated
the boards 22-10. In addition,
Western managed to hold
Tech center Dale Solomon
scoreless.
All that changed in the second half. Tech hit 68 percent
of its shots after intermission,
outrebounded Western 21-8
and Solomon erupted for 22
points.
se'
"We had an unbelievable
cond half effort," said Tech
Coach Charles Moir.
"Solomon had a great second
half. We did an excellent job of
getting the ball into him down
low."
• Western Kentucky Coach
was
Keady
Gene
understandably distressed
over his team's inability to
protect its big lead.
"We jest don't seem to hive
that killer instinct," he

"We made some critical turnol,ers early in the second
half, they got their heads up,
and we were in trouble."
Tech got its head up to the
tune of 15-3 early in the second
half, cutting the Western advantage to 50-45, and the chase
was on. Tech's Dexter Reid
sent the game into overtime
with a rebound basket 12
seconds from the end, and
Solomon's final points put the
Gobblers ahead for good at 8179.
Solomon's '22 led Tech's
scoring
while
Jack
Washington had 21 for
Western Kentucky, which
finished 21-8.

"It's not that our defense
was sluggish in the first half,"
Williams noted. "It's just that
they moved the ball and shot
so well." Toledo hit 55 in the
• first half in building a 48-43
margin.
Toledo Coach Bob Nichols
said he thought the turning
point may have come when
forward Dick Miller fouled out
with 8:48 to play after scoring
21 points.
"It hurt us badly," Nichols
said. "He does a lot of things
for us•:"
With Miller gone, Florida
State took the lead behind the
scorihg of Rodney Allen,'Murray Brown and Mickey
Dillard. Allen,, making only
his second start, scored 29
points while Brown-addict 26

Florida State Coach Joe
Williams'said the litey td his
team's win over Mid- and Dillard 22. Brown's_short
American champitin Toledo Jumper put Florida State
"was a couple of flurries when ahead for good at 87-86 with
we were able to apply I:49 to play.
pressure and push Toledo out
Jim Swaney led Toledo,23-6,
of its control-type game.
with 22 points.

The final sixteen minutes
.featured some of the dryest
Tiger shooting of the season.
Murray could hit on just five
of 21 shots from the floor in the
last half as the Tigers dug
their own grave with their inability to hit their shots.

Murray Nine Opens With
Losses To Power Hawaii
The Murray State baseball
team opened its spring season
yesterday by dropping a
doubleheader to national
power Hawaii by scores of 7-6
and 16-7.
•Murray took a 5-2 lead into
the bottom of the sixth inning
and a 6-5 lead into the bottom
of the seventh before pitchers
Cliff Buechel and Kyle Byrd
walked three of Hawaii's first
four batters. With one out,
Joel Lono singled in the tying
and winning runs for Hawaii.
For Murray, Doran Perdue
opened the first inning with a
single, followed by Ronnie
Scheer's single and Tom
Fehn's RBI on a fielder's
choice.
In the fifth inning, Tim
Hopkins had a two-RBI single

Alcorn State-Held To Lowest Point Total
But Still Defeats South Alabama,70-62
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
The Alcorn State Braves are
off-and-running in their very
first NCAA Basketball Tournament. Oops, better make
that off-and-walking.
Although they boast the nation's longest winning streak
- 27 games - and are the
highest scoring team in the
country with a 91.2 average,
runand-gun Braves survived their lowest output of the
season to defeat South
Alabama 70-62 in a first-round
Midwest game Friday night.
The victory earned the
predominantly black institution the dubious honor of
meeting thirdranked Louisiana State on Sunday.
"Yeah, South Alabama did
hold the score down," said
Coath Davey Whitney of 28.-I
Alcorn,"but it was because of
the type of offense they were
running. They were running
sort of a delay game and their
patience helped keep the score
down. We just played well
enough to win. We work
against the slow-down type of
game in practice."
In the other half of the
Midwest doubleheader at Denton, Texas,Dave Goff stole the
ball with five seconds left and
made a pair 'of free throws
four seconds later to give
Texas A&M a 55-53 victory
over Bradley.
Three other twin bills corn-

that is just the tradentark.of
young team. We w ill definitely be back next year.'•
The Tiger performance in
the second half echoed the
remarks of Fisher as Murra
simply ran out of gas. The
press that the Tigers had
employed advantageously .in
"We have had a tough time the first two quarters became
playing for a full four quarters as porous as a sereensn the sethis year," said Murray head cond with Marshall time and
coach Rick Fisher. -I guess again breaking the defense to
score on easy lay ups.
At one point in the decisive
third frame, the Marshals
reeled off eight unanswered
points as the Tigers turned the
ball over on four straight trips
up the floor.
Faughn had a field day in
the quarter, banging in three
and in the sixth, Scheer had a junior college transfer Randy easy baskets to help stake her
Shively or freshman Douglas team to a 35-26 heading into
two-FLI double.
In the second game,seven of Rice going to the mound for the final period.
The fourth quarter quickly
Hawaii's 16 hits went for extra Murray.
academic as Marshall
became
bases to lead their attack and Murray
1 0 0 0 22 1 - 6 9 0
1 0 0 1 0 3 2- 7 6 1 hit nine of the first 12 points of
build their record to 17-5 for Hawaii
Mike Grieshaber, Cliff Buechel t 6),
its lead to
the season.
Kyle Byrd (7) and David Oren; Mark the stanza to stretch
Junior Murray catcher Jeff Olmos, Sam Kakazu )6) and Kimo 44-29 midway through the
Perkins WP - Kakazu 3-11; LP - period.
Oakley was two-for-five with Buechel tOti.
The Tigers gamely tried .to,
one double and two RBI's.
Murray.... 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 .3 0- 7 6 0 cut the deficit late in the conMurray played both games Hawaii
....3 2 5 0 0 0 4 2 z- 16 16 5
without making a single error. Clay Vangilder, David Bradford 13), test, but the lid never came off
The two teams will play a Kevin Bourland ill) and Jeff Oakley; the basket for them as they
Chuck Crim,Sam Kakazu 18) and CoLlia connected on just two of 10
doubleheader today with Tanabe._
WP - Crim 5-1 ; 12
from the floor in the final
freshman Mike Henning and Vangildei 0-1,.
period to finish the night with
a dismal 28 percent field goal
shooting effort. Marshall
County hit a respectable 42
percent from the floor en route to its 21st victory against the
single loss inflicted Thursday
night by Calloway.
"Not going to the NCAA
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) TatIcsOn and Velvet Jones
Nevada-Las Vegas Coach playoffs gave us a kill- in- led the Murray attack With .
Jerry Tarkanian made a stinct and didn't allow us to. eight points apiece ES the
change in his starting lineup get our pride down," said Tigers bow out for the year.
for his team's opening round Johnson. "It only made us
Murray High (33) - Candy
game in the National Invita- play better."
There will be seven other Jackson 40-0 8; Velvet Jones 4.
tion Tournament playoffs and
second-round games Monday 0-08; Tonya Alexander 2 1-25;
it worked like a charm.
"It gave me confidence go- night that will pare the field to Starr Jones 0 2-2 2; Janty
Washer 24-2 4; Glenda Fox 2 0ing out there as a starter," eight.
said 6-foot-8 center Michael
There will be plenty of block 0 4; Kim Tharpe 1 0-0 2; Laurie
Johnson, Who was inserted in- tickets for anyone from Mur- Morgan 0 0-0 0; Natalie Garto the lineup and responded by ray who wants to attend the field 0 0-0 0; Donna Rousse 00scoring 23 points to lead his second round NIT game at the 0k); Lynette Thompson 0 0-0 0;
team to -a 93-73 victory over University of Alabama, Monica Greene))0-0 0. Totals:
the Washington Huskies Fri- Memorial Coliseum, in 15 3-6 33.
Marshall County 150 i day night.
Tuscaloosa, Ala. Monday
Barbara Faughn 7 2-4 16; MitJohnson hit on eight of 14- night.
field goal attempts and was
Anyone going to the game zi Birdsong 4 4-5 12; Sharma
perfect in seven attempts from Murray should just in- Smith 2 1-25; Laura Seay 1 2-2
from the free throw line. He dicated that they want to pur- 4; Lori Keen 1 1-2 3; Gaye
also led his team with 14 re- chase their tickets in that sec- Heickinen 2 2-5 6;'Tina Payne
2 0-0 4. Totals: 19 12-20 50.,
bounds.
tion.
The win moved the Rebels
into the second round competition. The Rebels will host Long
Beach State, 21-11, Monday
night.

Jackson- and some good
defense by the Tigers allowed
Murray to forge into a 18-15
lead at the 3:18 mark of the
period.
- Three late baskets by Marshall and a breakaway layup
by Jackson on a steal provided
the final points of the period
and a 21-29 edge for the Marshals at the half, a lead Marshall County was not to relinquish.

Solomon put the winners
ahead to stay 81-79.
Sophomore RodneyAArnold,'
making only his second start
of the season, scored 29 points
and Murray Brown added 26
as Florida State defeated
Toledo. Arnold scored 18
points in the second half as the
Seminoles erased a five-point
deficit while Brown put
Florida State ahead for good
87-86 on a short jumper with
1:49 to play.
Rory Sparrow's long-range
shooting and the workmanlike
play of John Pinone inside led
Villanova over Marquette in
the East.

Change In Vegas
Lineup Means Win

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
High School Scores
Friday Games
Girls
2nd District
Heath 55 Ballard Mem 42
4th DOtrict
Marshall Co 50 Nflu-ray 33
6th District
Trigg
- Co 71 Crittendenrco 44
6th District
Todd Central 60 Christian Co 47
10th District
Muhlenburg Central 76 Greenville 56
14th District
Warren Central 49 Warren East 47
15th District
Championship
Allen Co 43, Barren Co 39
17th District
Championship
Ftidox 53 N Hardin 49
Nth District
Hart Co68 Green Co 60
19th District
Bards Bethlehem 50 Nelson Co 41
NM District
Adair Co62 Campbellsville 24
VW District
Lou Butler 67 Lou Ninth &032
23rd District
Lou Doss65 Lou Valley 52
, ' 24th District
Ckamplonslklp
Lou Thos Jefferson 60 Lou Southern 59
NO District
Championship
LouSeneca 49 Lou Atherton 45
27th Distrkt
Championship
Lou Fern Creek 48 Lou Jeffersontown
36
29th District
N Bullitt 51 W Anderson 41
Nth District
Henry Co 58 Eminence 19
31st District
Trimble Co 57 Carroll Co 40
33rd District
Hebron Conner 53 Erlanger Lloyd 46
34th District
Cow Notre Dame 60 Coy Holmes 50
Nth District
Campbell Co66 Ft Thos Highlands 45
37th District
Paris59 Harrison Co 44
41st Dionict
Champloaship
Frasklia Co 72 Woodford C.W
Mad District
Chompisaoh*,.
Mercer Co 58 Harrodsburg 21

College
Scores
NCAA Tournament
First Resod
East fteglimml
Iona IN, Holy Cross 78
Villanova 77, Marquette 59
Mast Regime'
Florida St.94,TOW°in
Vtliniu TechIOC kentuukig,
.
Wisest!Mihail
Alcorn St.70,8. Alabama 62
• TestarAldit35,argosy33 West Regime]
UCLA 87,Old Dominion 74
Arizona St. 10, Loyola,C.ald. 71
. National lavitatisa Tearmaseat
, First Hosed
Nev.-Las Vegas W,Washington 73

_ .43rd District
_ _ -Championship
Lax Henry Clay 52 Lea Bryan Station
48 sh
45th District
Championship
Garrard Co63 Danville 37
48th District
Laurel Co 55 Eubank 24
50th District
Whitley Co 74 Lynn Camp 35
• 51st District
Championship
Pineville 37 Bell Co 34
54th District
Leslie Co 67 Buckhom 40
55th District
Breathitt Co 81 Cordia 50
57th District
Sheldon Clark 77 Magoffin Co62
59th District
Pikeville 74 Mullins 51
Nth District
Feds Creek 62 Johns Creek 47
Royal
•
lad District
Pad Tilghman 91 Reidland 41
6th District
Championship
Union Co 59 Henderson Co 49
6th District
Todd Central 57 Hopkinsville 51
lith District
Owensboro 89 111cLean Co 63
Nth District
LaRue Co 79 Caverns 60
19th District
Bardstown 79 Washington Co 72
Nth District
Taylor Co 56 Marion Co 45
21st District
Lou Shawnee 91 Portland Chr 58
22nd District
Lou Western 54 Lou Bishop David 50
23rd District
Lou Doss 70 Lou Valley 45
25th District
Lou Male 74 Lou Ahrens 64
28th District
Lou Ballard 41 Lou Wiggener 27
211th District
N Bullitt 81 Spencer Co62
30th District
Eminence 54 Henry Co 31
31st District
Trirnble Co 76 Gallatin Co 62
rend District
Scott Co65 Grant Co62
/Mb District
Newport 50 Bellevue48
180 District
Ft Thos Highlands 55 Campbell Co 52
41st District
Ciamplimuldp
Franklin Coil Woodford Co65
43rd Dishict
Champieaship
Lea Bryan Station 09 Lea Henry Clay
59 69th District
Danville 67 Boyle Co 48
Wth District
Whitley Coil Barboursville 39
.4 •
FithDistriet
Magoffin Co82Sheldon gark 57
OM District
ECM%CRVFORMAKEN 42
Wad District
W Garter 88 Elliott Co 70
Ctrd District
•
'Russell 87 Greenup Co63
114th District
Ashland Holy Family SO Boyd CO 72

Hot water. Use what you need, but not
a drop more. Shower briefly instead of taking
chin-deep tub baths Have a full load of clothes
before washing. then use the coolest water possible . . use less water for a smalt load. Load
the dishwasher full before turning it on.The less
hot water used. the less energy you pay for

riME
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
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HEALTH

1. Legal Notice

Lost weight and hair
Lawrence L. Lamp,M.D.

k14
My
DEAR DR LAMB
doctor told me to gain 14
more pounds at a rate of two
pounds a week I'd like you to
send me a good. balanced diet
to gain weight I'm 18 years
old and 5 feet 4 and I'm not
sure how many calories a day
I need to gain weight and how
many I need to maintain my
weight
I'm not sure which food
groups I should especially
increase I've been eating lots
of fattening desserts such as
ice cream, pie, cookies and
cakes but I doubt these have
many nutrients. Should I be
eating lots of bread and meat"
I lost 30 pounds in eight
months and I still am losing
large amounts of hair. I know
this is from the poor diet. So is
there any special thing I can
eat to help replace my hair"

Also, are sugar and fat bad for
a person'
I can
DEAR READER
only guess at what your letter
means but I presume that
your weight'loss was because
of a bad diet and that you
overdid dieting People who
are on a substandard diet.
particularly one that's low in
protein, are apt to lose large
amounts of their hair This is
temporary and it will come
back in time, but it may take
several months for all of your
hair follicles to become normally active.
You didn't tell me how
much you weigh but if you
need to gain 14 pounds you
must be pretty light A normal
18-year.-old female who is 5
feet 4 will need at least 2000
calories a day for normal
nutrition If vou were to gain

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Marsh
4 Taut
9 Scottish cap
12 Fruit drink
13 Decree
14 Arabian garment
15 New Englander
17 Deer's horn
19 Tiny 20 Creep
21 Vehicle
23 Scale note
24 Prolonged
assault
27 Man s name
28 Coin
,30 Walked on
31 friteriection
32 Some shoes
34 King of
Bashan
35 Engrave
37 Expires
38 Peer Gynt's
mother
39 Challenges
41 Spanish article
42 The sweetsop
43 Some singers
45 Skill
46 Panted
48 Guides
51 Superlative
ending
52 Helmsman
54 Drunkard
55 Declare
56 Breaks suddenly
57 Oolong. e.g.
DOWN
1 Cove
2 Harem room

3 Aristocracy
4 Abound
*Dutch town
6 Nickel symbol
7 Cicatrix
8 Small stoves
9 Higher
10 Man's nickname
11 Deface
16 Gear
18 Reproaches
20.Sweetmeats
21 Doctrine
22 Chief artery
23 Locate
25 Web-footed
bird
26 Rims
28 College deg.
29 Chinese coin
32 Ledge
33 Place of the
seal Abbr

I
12
15

21
27

31

Answer

BOO DOE03 233
0 D a QCI R In cmig
0000000 00000
moo aaaa
MOOD 00000000
(=PO 0000 20
MAY CUMUU 00W
EU UUUU UMW
EOBOCUUU UUU0
ULME MOO
EMCEE 0OUNIUUW
EEC CAMP 002
ECG C CUE OUU

supply for
the bods So there's a bigger
emphasis on cereals and fresh
fruits and segetables and lean
meats and low -fat milk
because these are the sources
of important vitamins and
minerals that your body
needs, as well as good quality
protein i which is found in the
dairy products and the meat
group)
I am sending you The
Health Letter numbet 4-6,
Balanced Diet, Recommended
Daily Dietary Allowances
(RDA) . It will give you a
skeleton basis for a balanced
diet and you can add to it the
foods that have lots of calories. Ice cream, pie. cookies
and cake all contain plenty of
calories So if you get your
basic minerals and proteins
from the basic diet that I am
sending you and add these
foods to your diet. you'll be
getting all the things you
need, plus increasing your
calories

WASHINGTON 1API - A provision that was included in
little-noticed provision of a the Federal Trade CommisSenate-passed bill would be sion authorization bill passed
the first major cutback in the last month by the Senate.
The provision would tell the
1966 Freedom of Information
Act, a coalition of journalism Federal Trade Commission
not to release material it subgroups says.
The groups sent a letter poenas from companies.
Monday to every member of Business groups have comCongress urging defeat of the plained that this material,
when released, can reveal
coins
trade secrets to competitors.
36 Cunning
38 Bear witness 46 Footlike part
The Senate spent two days
47 Amer.
to
various parts of the
debating
48 Soak up
40 Walks
YOUR PAPER?
bill, but there was no discus49 Fish eggs
42 Exist
Subscribers who have not receivsion of the provision on release
'
50 Dep
44 Norse god
ed their home-delivered copy of
53 State Abbr
45 Siamese
of subpoenaed information.
The Murray Ledger & Times by
_ Jack'C. Landau, director of
11
10
9
II
7
2 3
4 3 6
530 p m Monday-Friday or 'by
the Reporters Committee for
to
urged
Saturdays
are
p.m
330
11
13
Press, said
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. Freedom of the
IS
17
16
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri- there were no hearings on the
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. provision and press groups
20
UUUU
learned about it only as the bill
19UU
Saturdays
0126
21
23
22
A circulation department passed.
The Freedom of Informa30
29
employee is on duty during these
28UU
Act requires government
tion
of
delivery
time periods to insure
33
idiURURU
your newspaper. Calls must be agencies to give citizens ac38
se
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4 cess to their files,.except.in •
11
Al
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee , certain exempted areas such'
40
.42RUU
as crtminal investigations.
delivery.
A House-Senate conference
The regular business office hours
111
committee has not yet met to
30 of The Mamry Ledger & Times are
'
aS
IIIII
iiill
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through reconcile the bill with a House''
52
SA
53
Friday and 8 a.m. to moon, Satur- passed FTC bill that has no
similar provision.
dayt

MISS

ill
Ri

R39

55

s itainins that the

URU
Ui

iii

a

PEANUTS

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753.
1916 and 753-1917

1r sdas the nuclear carriers,
submarines of
the L..5. Navy explore the
*..-e.ins of the world.
Right now. the Ndvs is
selecting a group of outstanding young people with
.1 strong math and'science
haekground to staff this
nuclear fleet. You could be
among those ehrven for procrams which provide training
anci experience us the field
ot nuclear power.
It's challenging. Its
demanding. But we make it
u.orth your while.
For more detailed mforminion. call toll-free
WO-84144000. In Georgia.
800-,342-5P455.

;ruiscrs, and

Bible Facts free Store for the
needy 759-4600

Early Bird
Special
kens Twrf
RAW if

Storks
Hardware
12th & Poplar Slu
753-1227

LAKE
CATFISH

NANCY

I HAVE TO GO
HOME NOW-MY
FOLKS ARE HAVING
OPEN HOUSE TODAY

Alt

61

m

SPECIAL
$3.69
large Order
$3.19
Short Order
GALLIMORE'S
RESTAURANT
4,:' 9:46r

WANT AD

41111ewmwewwwwww.

0*,
BEETLE BAILEY -.
"
wwww•

•O.-

DO A
CIRCLE

0

- DO A
TRIANGLE

NOW DO
ONE IN THE
SHAPE OF
A GIRL!.

CLASSIFICATIONS
Lured here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate

1111111111111111111
I'VE GOT
OPEN HOUSE
ALL' THE TIME

_

WOW!

NO... 5ARGE i5
CRUSHING BEER CANS

ART
LESSON'S

azi

p.

.146
4
[

6,
• 4, alio •

BLONDIE

HONEY,
.1 I'M NOT BUYING
(
I'VE MADE A FIRM
A SINGLE NEW OUTFIT
DECISION
THIS SEASON

WHAT' Ig.SOM ETS4I
IRRESISTIBLE COMES
ALONG?

NO PROBLEM-I'LL JUST /

POSTPONE MY DECISIONj
,

•-r TILL NEXT SEASON, ,

44tt*
ii

PHANTOM
BANGALLA AND
lADRY -LANA ARE
TWO DEMOCRACIES
PART OF THE
IN
WORLD wa4ERE
DEMOCRACIES

A

RE RARE„
-

THEIR PRE54OEN
UAE7A AND GORANDA.,
WANT US TO E-STABL I SH
A U.N, OFFICE THERE,,,

7IT IS MORE THAN A
GOOD IDEA.I T'S AN
INSPIRATION. WE NEED
THEIR SUPPORT. THEY

NEED US..

ra

•

THEY WANT YOU
TO RUN THE
OFFICE. HOW

the classification you are looking
(or _
1. legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
1, In Memory
S. lost and Found.
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. InstrutTibps
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles for Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
11.'Sewing Machines
'It. farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment

21. Monuments
22. Musical
• 23. Exterminating
14. Miscellaneous
75:Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
26, Mob Home Rents
23. Heating-Cooling
JO. Business Rental
31. Went To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
33. Forms For Rent
34. For Rent Or Lease
37.1westock-SuPplies
311. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
10.Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
41 Real Estate
U.Lots For Sale
43. Farms Fr Sale
At Homes For Sale

500N CAN YOU
LEAVE

47, NotenecleS
40. Auto Swam. .46.14m. CVs. ,

1

,a4
On I
t
1.
toy

011

Ca/V 7 p

-40•411111dilltdd_
1 -.51. CSSISST
32. Boots and Motdis
Offered
Services
53.
34. For Trade
-SS. Feed And Seed
Fre(Column
SI. Wietzd

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753-8298

,assimesim
DO YOU OWN ANN'

IDLETANAlf?

railor \

Let us reset
kNely
1, -Ear ResIstibie'
them in

4/ EAR
STUDS
44 4.4,, N. lestsunaa
evvrliwtorra' '4114141 saro,
r,v,arreausr
••••1••• nn -.'r,

Furth.: Jewelry
11)1 166 756 VW

10. Bus. Opportunity

BE YOUR
OWN BOSS
.re,e s an v4c,tonig oppOrtu
I yr to operate a busoness of
.uur ovan wroth small onvest
,ent We are interested in
r qualified Sales oriented
er sOn wan previous retail
e.perience to own and
4.,erate a catalog store on

Murray
y ou are within to accept
responsrboloty in return for a
Lture in your own business,
4,,te wring full personal
quanfic•fions to
Richard Clark
P.O. Box 546
Manchesrer, TW.

37355

5. Lost and round
Lost' In Westwood Subdivision.
long-haired Siamese looking
kitten with blue eyes wearing
blue Collar Children's pet If
found please call 759-1147

6. Help Xanted
Collect names $1 each Work
home, spare time We buy
names, collected according to
Complete • In'Instruction
structions. $2 M. Tynes, Rt. 8.
Box 505. Murray, KY
Call Sunday onlyl Wish to train
sharp homemaker to interview,
hire and supervise Toy
Demonstrators part time July Dec. Excellent in-home inFormer teaching,
come
business or party plan
Call
background helpful
Sahron Remer. after 1 pm.
Sunday March 9 only, 7535986 Toys & Gifts - House of
'Lloyd.
Laboratory
ClinLcal
Technologist Technician MT.
ASCP. AMT, or HEW certified
registered or eligible full time good pay and fringe benefits
Contact Gene Qualkenbush
Opening
(502) 527 8633
March 21 1980

14. Want To Buy
Bicycle type exerciser. Call
753-0368 after 4 pm ,
Cash for your used fulniture.
Will purchase by piece or
houseful) 753-4109
silver

laying

sterile,

colas,
silv•r,

geld

lewelry.

T53-6337.
Older house. that needs work
Call /53-9400
One good used bedroom suite
Call 435-4307 after 6 pm.
Paying $21 for silver dollars.
Paying $20 per dollar for silver
coins Prices subject to market.
52719139
Used roto tiller Cheap. Call
753-4864.
Want to buy- Junk cars. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm
Want to buy 200 amp service
pole Call 753-7127

15. Articlesfor.Sate--

Driver

KENTUCKY

v

Iti

People forget. Pictwes
remember.

Gasellute

FRESH

Call Rogers
753-33110 after 5

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent
ideal for storing house full of
GM-roues
furniture, cues
business overflows e'c
Phone 753-7618 after 5 00

$100 Reward for information
leading to the atrest and conga ;waren Of person breaking and
\fair-mg a cabin and taking a
Cedar chest and other Items
753-1564
Call.

Will do housecleaning Phone
4374717
Will do babysitting in my home.
- 753-0569
Will do typing and grammatical
corrections, in my home Call
after 5 pm. 436-2855
Will do babysitting in my home.
Have references Call 7531904

Track

Below Discount

-

'erotical' Mess Converities will moot *utility, "Surds IS, it 10
o.at,at MN Cullowey
Covaty Court Noes..

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger 8I
Times Office, 103 N. 4t1ist
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
advertising department,
retail advertising departrnefir-arid circulation
department.
r At times other than those
listed above the office is
closed for regular business
even though newsroom and
production employees may
be on duty.
request that
We
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are:
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
753-1916
Classified Ads
753-1917
Circulation
753-1919
Display Ads
753-1916
Accounting
753-1918
News &Sports
The Murray
Ledger dr Times
•

IMAM ITS NOT AISTA JOS.
ITS Ail ADVENTISM

9. Situation Wanted

2. Notice

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

FOR SALE
,
COLT PTT11•11S
$355.00
6 1111.6
$340.00
4 114••

THERE 5
BITING!

THERE'S A LOT MORE
TO LIFE THAN DANC1N6!

•

2. Notice

Provision Would Be
Cutback From 1966 Act

to Friday's Puzzle

UR35

46
51

two pounds ot fat a week.
you'd need an additional 1000
calories a day
Now, there are not as many
calories in a pound of muscle
by a great deal so it depends a
lot on what the two pounds
are that you gain I hope some
of it will be restoration of your normal muscle mass
People who have been on starvation diets often lose a lot of
protein from the body and a
great deal of that comes from
their body muscles So its
possible that you may.need as
much as 3000 calories a day.
and that's quite a bit of food.
We usually tell people to
avoid sweets and fat because
most people have trouble with
being overweight, not being
underweight. The biggest
problem caused by sweets and
fat is providing too many
calories
Many of the sweets and fats
don't contain anything but
calories_ They're limited in
the amount of minerals and

Allen Ferguson, as of
+,43,..ri 5 1980 am no longer
,ponsible for any debts other
'thin P11 own

2. Notice

Childress Moths,.
Old Titstomumot
Story-731-4445

& G Complete Glass Company has added a new line of
work to their business. It is
called the FIX-It Shop. We will
consider small • fix-it lobs
around the home, business 'or
car. If you have something give
us a call or come by Ai & G
Complete Glass Co., 816 Coldwater Rd., or call 753-0180.
Senior Citizens Discount.

I

BIBLE CALL
The Blight of Alcohol 759-4444 or Children's
Story. 759-4445.

NOTICE
NOW 'VYING
SILVER & GOLD
Coins
Ons rep
Swing Sive. IAN tying)
I/ERRORS
WESTERN STORE
Olsompic Plus
733-7113
HIGHEST

PRICE

MARKET

Weeidees • earl. S p.m ;
Semarro I pa. 4 p.m. We
ellovs 523.00 to $1.00 in
noorehmidloo. (Iichnlino Salo
Merebsedlos)

Dependoble driver with
good record, must know
county weN. Reasonable
salary. Only those interested in.pernionent
job need apply. Call
753-2321.
Earn extra money at home stuffing enevelopes, up to $534
every week Send a stamped,
setf-addressed enevefope to- fri.
Tynes. Rt.8. Box 505, Murray.
. KY 42071
Immediate position, LPN or individual With knowledge of performing basic labratory procedures, along with other
duties to work in local doctors
office Send resume to Rt 2,
Box 39, Murray. KY 42071
Opportunity waiting for the
well-qualified individual Chair
side dental assistant willing to
go the extra mile. Set down
forehanded dentistry with emphasis on te'am dentistry. Must
have good, patient manner and
personality. Salary open depending on experience and ability
Prior dental office experience
helpful. Send resume plus recent photo to Dentistry, C/0
Tribune Courier, Box 185, Benton, KY.
Responsible woman to keep
house and take care of 20
month old child, 3 days per
week. Have own transportation
and references. 753-7287.
Receptionist - Secretary for
Doctor's office, prior experience preferred. Send
resume and references to P.O
Box 24.

FOR
SALE
Own your own Pinball
machine. We have o
variety of old pinball
machines. Call Bill
Smith.

753-1217
for sale 40 It van load of used
office furniture, chairs, desks,
safes, 4 and- 5 drawer filecabinets. tables, fiberglass and
plexiglass Ross & Sons Salvage
Mdse . Inc , Martin, TN 38237.
Phone (901) 587-2420. Open
Mon -Fri 130 to 5:30 Sat.
130 to 3.00.
For sale. 3 swivel slat' style
counter stools, 3 way bumper
pool table, Kenmore
dishwasher, like new; metal
cattle racks for long bed
pickup. Also 4 bedroom
modern block house and 5 one
acre lots on South Marshall
water. 354-8467.
For sale. Civil war era loom, antique chifforobe and chest; 4
poster bed Best offer. 7539981 evenings.
One fish aquarium, 75 gallon,
with stand; antique cookie jars:
one tree house; merry-goround; 2 swmg sets, 2 sets of
Avon 'blue glasses, Martha and
George Washington; bunch of
liquir bottles. 753-3316.
Panosonic receiver.; 8-track
player recorder, Thrusher
speakers. 3 months old, used
one month. Also H & R 22
cahber pistol. 12 Inch barrell,
magnum cylinder. Call 7535267. after 5 pm.

Help Wanted
Michelson Jewelers
Bet-Air Center

Full-Time
Position Open.
Inquire between
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
No phone calls please
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15. kticies For Sale

_
31:Wint TO Rent

23. Exterminating

Clearance sale/ Fireplace
enclosures with glass doors and
wire mesh drew screens, all
sizes and finishes, while they
last...S34.99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris
Two carpets, 12'120' and
12'x14' light green shag
General Electric stove, good
condition Daytime 759-1991,
nights 753-6520

Want to lease An cured and
Burley tobacco base Call 1591751
Want to rent House in country
Willing to help with repairs
753-3523

32. Apts. For Rent

46. Homes For Sale

43. Real Estate
STROUT REALTY, INC.

„
0491

lb* taiga sir IWO is arm% Or
dolor *pm and aolorg

FAIMS-110116
SUSNIESSES
SARI AND RECREATIDS1A1
PROPERTY

11

.10nt

PrP
tox
.0,
"14

needed, Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
Everywhere Free Cotoglog
Listings

•

for sale by owner hi-level
brick veneer hornet 3 or 4
bedrooms, dining room, living
room, den, central gas heat
and central air, storm windows
and doors. and utility sat(
Call 759-4868
House with one acre lot heats
with gas, has garden with apple and pear trees Call 527
1764

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

1978 Monza, nevr-Iires, sky
FOR
roof, all extras, extra good gas
GOOD CLEAN COAL
mileage Call 492-8441
Li.. and Limo Rock,
1971 Maverick 6 cylinder I Grave., Saud, mil Dirt.
1
automatic good condition
Cal
good running condition clean
Is y Ise Barnett
753-4776
$500 Call 474-8005
1973 Olds 98 2-door hardtop Carpet cleaning at reasonable
extra clean loaded Michelin rates prompt and efficient se
radials Call 153-5482
'ice Custom Carpet Care 489
1977 Oldsmobile 98 Regency. ?774
fully equipped, locally owned. Carpenter New, homes repair
in good condition. Price it remodeling Bid or by the
negotiable. Call 753-9694 dur- nour 759-1192
ing day, 753-4091 evenings.
Driveways white rocked and
1969 Pontiac wagon, extra graded Any size white rock
good condition. See at 509 S pea gravel, one ton and up
11th St.
Clifford Garrison. 753-5429
1975 VW Rabbit, excellent Electrical or plumbing repait•
mechanical Condition Approx- by the job, by the hour Air- '
imately 35 mpg Call 436- pumps repaired, 474-2257
2862.
Guttering by Sears Sears con
50. Used Trucks
tinous gutters installed pe.
1975 Bronco, 4-wheel drive, your specifications Call Sear,
302 straight shift, really sharp, 753-2310 for free estimates
$2500. Call 753-3514 or 436- Insulation blown in by Sears
5434
save on these high heating and
1978 34 ton 4-wheel drive cooling bills. Call Sears. 1532310. for free estimates
pickup. Call 759-4619.
Licinsed
Electrician and gas in
1965 Chevrolet pickup, short
wheel base, new paint. -Call stallation, heating installation'
and repairs Call 753-7203
753-7314.
Lawns
and cemeterys mowed
Ford F-250 XLT-Ranger truck.
Camper special, overhead free estimates 436-2240 or
Dreamer camper, fully self- 436-2573 or 753l537
contained, sleeps 6, excellent Lawns mowed Free -estimates
condition. Will sell camper Call 753-2813
seperately. 759-1328.
PAINTING
1979 Ford F-350 Ranger XLT,
Residential, Farm
4-door, long bed, AM-FM
and Cununercial
Spray brush& roller
stereo, air, power, tilt, dual
15 Yrs. Experience
fuel tanks, low mileage, $8900.
RALPH WORLEY
Call 1-247-8591 days or 1-247436-2353
1270 nights.

Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray Call 1534109
Strew? Realty
16. Home Furnishings
For rent 2 bedroom townhouse
le. I
Lakefront lot with 3 bedroom
Sege...
1912
C41.14)444,114
apartment, all carpet range
011P"..
` 30 inch Enterprise range. 24. Miscellaneous
brick home, carport attached
awe, y
713 011e
refrigerator, dishwasher.
$125 753-9731
8x12 shed, private picnic area.
For sale Small business com- disposer, washer and dryer
40x60 garden, for sale Call
Five piece set cloth bean bags puter system TRS-80 includes hookup, central heat and air
For sale. Duplex. Has 2 436-5420.
and a bookcase Call 759-4430 programs for most business Call 753-7550
bedrooms, living room, bath Save 10%, buy
For sale. Early American couch needs Data Processing Con- For rent I bedroom garden
with shower, dining room, kit- Lovely country from owner
.11665
home with new
sultants 304 S Dunlap Paris apartment,
and chair. 753-3523
chen and Utility room, covered elect, plumb,
carpeted, range
insulation, storm
TN 38242 (901) 642 8621 or
refrigerator, disposer Call 153- Our filing space problem has been solved front porch, patio, ceohal heat windows and doors. Large kitTwo half beds, one solid maple
and air, thermo windows, nice chen, large family room,
with springs $60 One with 642-0127
1550
The FBI just subpoened them "
living
cabinets, quality carpeting, foil room, utility room, 2
mattress and box swings, $50 for sale Nikon F2 with 50 mm Furnished one bedroom apartbedrooms
styro-foam, brick veneer, con- and bath. On paved
F-2 lens. 135 min 3.5 lens. 28
Call 753-9458.
Ctaytown
ment Zimmerman Apartments, 38. Pets-Supplies
43. Real Estate
crete drives and walks. Has rd. (4 miles E of Hazel).
mm 25 lens Gam tri-pod. All
Nice
Registered
17. Vacuum Cleaners in perfect condition. $100 or South 16th 753-6609
Minature
1800 sq. ft setting high' on a landscaping and drive.
Priced
large lot -PTics $53,000. Con- for immediate sale at
best offer. Call after 5 pm. Furnished upstairs apartment, Schnauzer, salt and pepper col--$20,000.
struction finished by March To see contact - Elton Hudson.
near 'campus, no pets, $115 or, very good with children Call
awat
436-2855
o
KIRBY
753-7795
after
.
6
pm
per month references please
15th. Call James R. Hamilton, 498-8731
For sale 29 gallon aquarium,
VACHAS
753-9400.
Call 759-4782 or 762-4426 ask 43. Real Estate
all
glass
complete.
Call
$50
7531222
47. Motorcycles
CLEANERS
for Bonnie
Four bedroom home on wooded
/67-4383
•'
f.
thO'Ird porn
on4
Lbok us over before you look
N..
, [ell 190 1 641 '6, g Loro/e6
lot, 2 full baths, den 17x24 750 Honda, 1977, 6,000 miles
Furnished one bedroom apart- around...When you're ready to
6) 101 VI
cow,
with fireplace and wet bar, 1973 ZL-125 Honda trail bike.
25.
entrance,
ment,
private
near
Business
Services
4-BEDROOM
ei..s in
buy a home, you need a lot of
near
University.
University and high Call 753-9507.
Call
753-7418.
HOME
questions answered. Like what
Pans Roofing Co . Inc. 901school,
one block from Robert- 1978 Yamaha 650 Special with
is the company lo 'Nice furnished one bedroom kind of financing is best?
Western cedar-sided 4
19. Farm Equipment &428M5
son. Priced in mid $60'5. Call extras, 4700 miles. Must sell,
call for all new and repair apartment. Inquire 100 South -While -a-re-Me-schools! Shoppbedroom home located
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451 make offer. Also MR 175 HonDozer TD-9B International, built-up asphalt roofing, where 13th Street.
ing Centers? What about the
in good residential
or
Susy 'Wells 753-1585 or da. Call 753-2603.
power shift, straight blade, you want guaranteed work. Apinvolvneighborhood. WoodNew duplex apartment, 2 paperwork that's usually
Geneva Giles 753-6557.
brush cab, in excellent condi- proved Johns-Manville roofer
and
these
on
jump
the
Get
ed?
48. Auto. Services
stove and inburn
unfurnished,
bedroom
tion. Call (502) 328-8275 after for this area Call now!
_
sulati galore, make
fireplace, and all appliances. other questions by calling CenAndrus Body Shop. Repairs, all
6 pm
Realtors
this an onomical and
$265 per month. Call 153- tury 21' Loretta lobs
makes loaner car available.
this
just
have
753-1492.
We
at
26.
TV-Radio
family
affordable
.1719.
1950 Ferguson A-1 condition
Free estimates with body work.
information that makes
grader blade and 5 ft bush Craig AM-FM 8-track stereo One bedroom, adjoining Univer- kind of
home. Priced at only
437-4155,
Hardin.
house hunting easier.
hog $2675 Call 759-1987
$42,500. -Phone Kopwith 2 Craig chrome box sity, water furnished. $130. your
Battery $29.95 exchange. 3
60 watt IDI 1303 Chestnut. Phone 753- 'Mood quality -older home perud Realty,-753-1222,
For sale 5000 Ford tractor. speakers
year warranty. New Concord
located at 500 N 6th Stwet. Your Homes for Livequalizer,
like
new. Call 489- 3134.
diesel Call before 3 pm 489Grocery.
436-5353.
Has 3 bedrooms, living room, ing
2364 after 6 pm
in
Broker
2140
Spacious one bedroom apart- kitchen dining room colibiria: Calloway County.'
JUST WHAT
Opel motor, 4 cylinder. Call
For sale 40 bushel hog feeder Two repossesed 25" calor t.v.s. ment. $165 per month, $100 bon, utility room and enclosed
YOU'VE BEEN
153-2603.
1973 Ford pickup, good condi- hibbile home anchors, roofs
with cast iron bottom, $100: remote control Take tip smal. deposit, all utilities plus cable porch. Old Carriage House proLOOKING FOR
COZY BUNGALOW
Truckload tire sale! Truck tires tion, $1095. Boat trailer, $135: sealed, • and underpinning
14 ft galvanize slat gate, $25. monthly payments. Warranted furnished. No pets. Ideal for vides outside storage. Large lot. Three bedroom brick
75 Acre farm just
highway tread. 700)415", 6 ply, Call 489-2595.
1 & B Music, 753-1575.
Aluminum or...fiberglass. Also
single girls. Call 753-9829
Call 492-8286
Priced at $25,900. Need to sell
minutes from Murray
veneer house on 12
$31.84 plus $2.96 FIT;
patio awnings and carports.
1978
Ford
loaded
Call
F-150,
27.
to
Mobile
complete
settlement
•
Home
of
Southwest
in
School
located
apSales
lot,
acre
Two bedroom furnished epart1086 International tractor with
H78x15", 6 ply, $36.54 plus
single or double. lack Glover.
753-9400
estate.
Spann
Call
Realty
District. 3 Bedroom, 2
proximately one mile
cab and air, has duals, still 1973 Homette mobile home. ment on water at Lakeway
$3.49 FIT; 750x16", 8 ply.
753-1873 after, 6 pm.
.AssociateS, 753-7724
bath brick home with
southwest of Colunder warranty. 489-2101
$43.68 plus $3.80 FIT. Wallin 1968 Scout 4-wheel drive with
12x60, 2 bedroom, furnished, Shores. Call 436-2131.
Blaclitopping,
fireplace, located on
V8, good gas mileage. Call days Mitchell
dwater on Bazzell
Hardware, Paris.
23 acres open farm land. 5
MF-35 Diesel deluxe set of 2 air conditioners, new carpet 33. Rooms for Rent
driveways and small lobs a
Ford
Rd.
753-8533,
evenings
Can
753-6132
sell
ElecRoad.
Cemetery
and
curtains
miles
off
east
Highway
$5500 75994, all
plows, disc, farm wagon,
Transmission fits diesel. 5speciality, also patching and
Nice 'room for rent near MSU. fenced and sowed in perma: tric heat, has flu for
house and 53L2 acres
Unicorn wood spliter. one row 1791
speed, also 2-speed electric 52. Boats and Motors
seal coating. 753-1537.
Private entrance with living nent pasture. Small lake. Nice
or
and
house
10
acres!
carport,
stove,
wood
rear end. Spoke hubs. Other 1977 18 ft. Arrowglass inboardtobacco setter All in A-1 condi- Two bedroom. 1972 Citation. room, kitchen, laundry
N & M painting and wall paper
Financing available to
parts. 759-1739.
tion Call 489-2705 after 5 pm. natural gas heat, and air condi- facilities available. Phone and building site. only $26.000. $21,000. Phone Kopoutboard boat. $5595. Call 1- mg. 753-7337 or 437-4611.
Galloway
Realty.
qualified
Main
52/7
St.
or
buyer
will
Realty,
753-1222
perud
Patz feed and manure handling tioned Located at Riveria Cts cable TV hookups. $55 per Phone 753-5842.
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite 247-8591 days or 1-247-1270
consider trade for
for full-time Real
Painting • Paper hanging. Comsnow tires with sti ds, mounted nights.
equipment. Ford tractorseend $3900 Call 436-2430 after 6 month. Call 759-4538 after 12
house in city. Phone'
Estate Service.
noon.
equipment, parts and service pm
on wheels. Will it Chevrolet Fishing boat, motor and trailer mercial or residential. 25 years
Kopperud Realty, 753experience. Free estimates
Purdom & Thurman
Hesston haying equipment ArtCamaro, 1968-6 r Chevrolet. for sale. 753-8744.
34.
Houses
Rent
For
28.
1222.
Mob.
for all your Real
Home
759-1987.
Rents
sway grinder mixers. Gram
Size
G
78x14.
$
;0.
Call
753lasurance
&
We're sold- on ;tour house
Estate needs.
53. Services Offered Snow removal from driveways. handling equipment., 29 gallon Nice 2 bedroom mobile home For rent: 2 or 4 bedroom house,
2796.
it..
before
sell
theory
we
Ow
is
COMFORTABLE
near,
unfurnished.
MSU,
Call
Dial
in
Estate
small,
quiet
court
with large
steel galvanized $32.50 per
parking lots, etc. Also tractor
49. Usedtars
simple. We take • the lime to
FAMILY HOME
soons,cte court swore
square. colored $38.00. Call A yard. $95 couple 753-8216 753-0430 or 489-2256.
work: breaking, disking.
West Kentucky's finest in
price
house,
know
'Chevrolet
it
1970
coryour
Irnpala,
4-door,
Extremely attractive
litorroy, Kyweiwcky
bushhogging, blade work. Call
& I Ford Supply, Highway 54 W after 5 pm
restoration photographs
Two bedroom house in country,
rectly, and discc.ver it's distincair conditioned, 350 motor,
3 bedroom brick home
753-4431
Paris.
753-7400 from 8 HI 5. after 5
12x60 Two bedroom, furnish- available first of March. Adults
CARTER STUDIO
tive features. Because we're
good work car, $300. 1974
with fireplace in living
pm 753-2632.
Super C Farmall, 3 pieces of ed, electric heat, one fourth only. 753-7813.
sold on it, it's much easier to
Gremlin, 304 motor, good gas
room,
formal
dining
304
Main
753-8298
equipment plus 6' mower. Ex- mile west of Almo Heights, Two or three bedroom brick. Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs find the right buyers and close
Will
haul driveway white rock
mileage, needs some body
room, attached
cellent condition. -$2250. Call $135 per month plus deposit Coldwater area. Deposit re- Realtors about our VIP Referral the sale. Then we even save you
and Ag lime, also have any type
work,
753-1978
$600.
after
4
garage. Home is
Service...because changing time after the sale by helping
Call 753-4661
901-642-6431 after 6 pm.
quired. Call 328-8531.
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel- of brown or white pea gravel
pm.
situated
on lovely treehomes
is
enough
trauma
by
with time-consuming papering
and
maintenance. Also do backhoe work Call
Steele buildings. All-steele, Two bedroom all electric 36. For Rent Or Lease
1970 Chevrolet 2-door hardtop,
shaded lot plus extra
itself. In a word it's called ad- work. It's all a matter of spenReferences.
Guaranteed
work. Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
clear span, 30x48x12, $3795. mobile home. 1.5 miles from
exceptionally pod appearance
lot with garden spot,
justment. Moving from home to ding our time wisely so it
753-6763
estimates.
Free
Call
753-8948
40x48x16, $4995, 40x72x16, Murray. No pets. Ideal for
mechanical
and
condition.
home and neighborhood to doesn't waste yours. This is just
fruit trees, and mature
Mimi
753-2501
or
after
5
pm.
$6495 Also 50x9E,x16, $9595. single girls. $140 per month.
1803 College Farm Road.
Concrete and block
nteghborhood.
shade trees. Fenced
another reasnn you should call
FOB. Call 317-788-4581 col- $100 deposit. 753-9829.
Illerammos•
cleaning,
free
work, Block garages,
After we sell your home, we Century 21 Loretta Jobs
1916 Chrysler Cordoba, ps, ph, Carpet
backyard
and
outside
lect, now.
12x60, Two bedroom, clean.
pride ourselves on knowing the 'Realtors today at 753-1492.
basements, driveways,
air. cruise control, tilt wheel, estimates, satisfied references,
Storage Spot*
storage building. All
Want to buy used wagon or nice furniture, private lot. yard.
walks, patios, steps.
AM-FM
neighborhood that awar14, you We're the Neighborhood Protape, good -condition. Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanthis
for
an
attractive
for Rims
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
i140-:per month, water furnishtrailer_ Phone 498-831.6_
Free estimates. Charles
Call 759-1974 after 8 pm.
elsewhere...The schools, parks, fessionals.
price of $46,500. Phone
753-5827.
ed. Deposit required. Phone
shopping
Barnett, 753-5476.
75347511
facilities.
Now
for
the
-opperud Realty, 75320. Sports Equipment 753-5788
1976 Grand Pax, lots of extras,
Concrete-and-WO work. Block
ingenious part...VIP Referral
1222.for full time Real
$2000. Call 753-6246 or 753Colt Python Call 753-5900 or
garages, basements, drrveways. 4111 do plumbing and heating
may also find a buyer for your
Two bedroom trailer, i miles For rent Compressors,
7889.
Estate Service.
air ham- present home from another ci753-4439
walks, patios, steps, free repairs and remodeling around
on 641 South. $150 month. mers; sand
blasters,
other
Grand Prix. 'Call 753- estimates. Charles Barnett, the home. Call 753-2211 or
1976
ty. then help that family adjust
For sale 6 month old 30-60 Call 753-8681w 753-4699
:45. Farms For Sale
equipment. New Concord to your neighborhood.
9208 after-4:30 pm.
753-5476.
753-9600.
Remington high power rifle,
Sound
Grocery, 436-5353
Three
prime
acres,
buildmg
familiar?
It's
the
same thing
3x9 Bushnell scope, see 29. Heating-Cooling
. 1978 Grand Prix Si. excellent Carpentry service. Whatever Wet basement? We make wet
BOYD-MAJORS
site, fenced. septic tank and condition, all power, air condi- your needs, old or new,
Two 43/100 acres dark fired we do for you someplace else
through mounts. Also com- Four
quality basements dry, work completeREAL ESTATE
stack 4,000 watt portible tobacco for rent, good barn Call 753-1492 for helpful inforwell, large garden, big trees tioned. Call 753-2325 day or work, Call 753-0565.
pound bow with sights, arrows, electric
ly guarenteed. Call or write
753-8080
J
heaters. $36 99 Wallin Call 498-8693
tool shed with security light. 753-7947.
mation on this service.
and quiver. Phone 753-8153
Morgan Construction Co.
Hardware. Paris. .
Only 2'./i miles from Murray on
Want it done now?
"Pralessarnal Services
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
37.
Owner must leave town, health
Livestock
-Supplies
22. Musical
Continental
Lincoln
1971
Mark
blacktop. Serious inquiries onWith The Friendly Touch"
30. Business Rental
Want it done quick?
KY 42001, or call day or night..
Good Timothy-Clover hay for reasons.. 13 acres of good
ly. 759-4683 after 7 pm. No III. Loaded with equipment,
HAMMOND ORGAN. Excellent
•••••• OOOOOOOOO
Carpentry, dry wall,
1-442-7026
farmland,
nice
3
bedroom
new
tires.
in
condition.
good
BEAT
sale,
$1.50
INFLATION
per
bale.
Call
realtors.
condition. Worth $600, will
492- home
painting.
with lots of out
Call 1-354-6217 after 4 pm.
57. Wanted
8949 after 5 pm.
Move into this Brand
take best offer"' Need to sell!
buildings. Close to town on maSale
Homes
For
46.
Call
new
BR.,
3
Call 753-0243.
2
bath,
power
LTD,
1914
windows,
Wanted: trailer lot -to rent in
Row Looslog - Registered Appaloosa filly, 6 jor highway. Now reduced. Call
Two bedroom house and 2 ren- brakes, and air, extra nice.
B.V. home, almost
Hardin Brewers area. Call 437Office space in new
months old, solid black with James Green at 'Spann Realty
753-8895
Repossesed piano, balance due
tal units. Low $30's. 753-8049. $1100. Call 492-8596.
finished-many quality
4765 or 437-4691
professional building,
white blanket. Show quality. Associates, 753-7724.
or monthly payments. Also
features, central elec.
1210 Johnson Blvd. Coll
Call 901-642-1627 after 6 pm.
practice pianos 1 & B Music,
heat pump, great
$2000 firm.
153-7575.
733-9201 or
room with fireplace,
Ainley
Auction
8.
, 7.534535
38. Pets-Supplies
Save 25% on all new Wurlitzer
entry hall, 2 car
Realty Sales
organs during March. BeginnA.A.A. dog grooming, 12 years
garage, In lovely
CO( 11111111111 AMU!
ing at only $400. I & B-Music,
experience, $10. Call Goldie
Auctoorwoor ;Naha
Gatesboro. Buy now
Dixieland Shopping Center,
Aporersor
Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579.
and select your colors.
1901) 479 7906 or 479 3113
Murray.
For rent: Body shop. about 5
.,,e y,,,,, Tom
ONLY $53,500.00.
AMC German Shepherd pupThree-quarter size mien. Nice miles out on 641 North. Call pies, solid black. Call 554A
:
5618
instrument with case. $95. Call 753
215A; Paducah, KY.
WANT TO
Practically
new
home
on
douafter 4 pm, 753-8776.
Office space. Suite of office
START YOUR
Basic and Advanced dog obe- ble lot, has 3 bedrooms, 2
Used console stereo, only $25 space available for rent or dience classes and private in- baths, with
OWN BUSINESS'
central heat and
Also rectossesed console stereo, lease. Includes both single and structions. Also tracking and air.
This building on S. 4th
Immediate
possession
double offices and conference
monthly payments 753-7575
St. with business area
room. Close to court_ square. protection training. All breeds Owner must sell. Asking
in front, shop area in
and ages from 2 months up. $27,000. Call Spann Realty
753-4109.
SPINET CONSOLE PIANO MO
Professional instructor. 436- Associates, 753-7724.
.back and possible liv31. Want To Rent ,11 2858.
SALE
Waited:
KesponsAile
ing area upstairs. This
Three
bedroom brick home
pert te take ever piano. Can
could be the answer to
For
sale:
married
We
couple
AKC
are
a
registered
black
with 3 full baths, fireplace, kitbe seen Isscally. Write Mr
your needs. Building is
employed full time with MSU. female Labrador Retriever pup- chen with all appliances, rec
Powers, Sas 327. Carty's,
on 100' x 250' lot. Call
We wish to rent a 2 bedroom pies. 522-6154.
Weis 62231.
room. Priced $48,500. Call
today for details.
house in town_ Call 762-4359
Purdom & Thurman 753-4451
41. Public
or Susy Wells 753-1585 or
753-8080
FIXED UNTIL
Geneva Giles 753-6557.
Having a yard sale?
Are you one who, every year, has your
Then pickup your free
yard sale signs from
bathroom "fixed"...this time "for good,"
Full Noose Cleaning
the Gallery of Homes
you hope. But the next year its to do over
I Wolfs* windows,
ws, floors pnd carpets, gutters. Free
office on Highway 641
again. Its for sure you haven't used MarAliNotes... Insured and experienced. Coll day or
N. in The Village Shopnight
ble and its for sure, you need to. Put your
ping Center -just
across from the
"fixin days" behind you for god with
759-1176
Boston Tea Party.
MARBLE from.

REMODELING
SALE!
For Sale:

All Marble displayed in showroom, includes
vanity tops of various colors and bowl styles.
All Sales Cash and Final!

Se

Can be seen at

Thornton Tile
and Marble

JOHN SMITH
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
201 Weimar Street

MEW OFFICE NOVIRS:
Manday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Arks of
G1.25

Quality That Will Please
So. 9th

•

'153-5719

7534411

'AROUND THE CLOCK

dvor siew•loi

_ SaturdaY 7:30

Wed.
5

PIKE %MAW 75`

House Cons pleas* C oll 753 39110 ono dor
Now,
S.r_!K
.
Closed

odgoog•

All Day

Thornton Tile
Marble
612 S.9th,Murray,KY.

Ttrit-

LI-
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Members Unanimously Approve Bill

Deaths & Funerals I
Hamlin Woman
Dead On Arrival
After Accident
Carol Row land, of Hamlin.
was dead on arrival at at 1:20
a.m. today at the Henry County General Hospital, Paris.
Tenn., following an auto accident in Henry County.
Survivors include her husband. Darrell; one son.
Micah: one step-son. Richard;
one step-daughter, Jackie, all
of Hamlin; her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Farrar,S.
16th St., Murray: one sister.
Patricia Parks, New Jersey
and three brothers, Thomas
and William Farrar. both of
Murray, and Harold Farrar,
Chicago. III.
Funeral arraignments currently are incomplete at the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.

'Judas The Betrayer'
Will Be Subject Of
Dr. Roos' Sermon
"Judas,The Betrayer" with
scrititure from Luke 22:14
will be the subject of the sermon by the Rev. Dr. David C.
Roos at the 10:45 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, March 9,
at the First Christian Church
; Disciples of Christi.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with Maxine Clark as organist, will sing
the anthem, "Surely He Has
Borne Our Griefs."
Assisting in the services will
be Billie Burton, Del Fleming,
Harlan Hodges, Norman Hale,
Elmer Collins, Dave
Eldredge, M. C. Ellis, Betty
Gore„ David „Daughaday,
Steve Robinson, Corine
McNutt, and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Roberts.
The flowers on the communion table will be in memory
of R. H. Robbins by the Norman Hale family.
Other activities Sunday will
be the Elders meeting at 8:30
a.m. at the Holiday Inn; Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.; youth
groups at 5 p.m.; third in
Christian
of
series
Perspectives at 5:30 p.m.

House Supports Brown's Income Tax Revision

Emma Fair, 90,
Dies At Western
State Hospital

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. API —
Emma Fair, 90, 217 lrvan The state House has given its
St., died Friday at Western support to Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr 's proposed revision of KenState Hospital, Hopkinsville.
The widow of Alpheus Fair, tucky's corporate income tax.
House members voted 93-0
Fair was born Jan. 7, 1890, in
Calloway County. She was the Friday to approve the bill,
daughter of the James Van which Brown has said would
Buren Rye and Alta Elizabeth give relief to some 20.000
Outland Rye. Fair was a small corporations in the
member of the Martins Chapel state.
Under the tax plan. 500 of
United Methodist Church.
sister,
one
include
the state's largest corporaSurvivors
Mrs. Bunnie (Myrtle) Farris,
Puryear Nursing Home; one
brother, Coy Rye, Murray;
and several nieces and
nephews.
Furneral services will be
held at 2:30 p.m. Sunday at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
FRAKES, Ky. 1AP - The
Funeral Home with the Rev.
bodies of three persons who
;
Rev
the
with
Home
Funeral
• police believe were murdered
Daniel, Tucker officiating:
last weekend have been found
the
at
call
may
Friends
near this Bell County comBlalock-Coleman Funeral
munity.
today.
p.m.
5
after
Home
Police identified the victims
Burial will be in the Murray
as sisters Gail and Connie
Cemetery.
Bolton, both of Clearfield,
Tenn., and Andrew Maiden of
Frakes. Ages of the victims
were not immediately knnown.
Kentucky State Police Lt.
Lonnie Moert said that the
bodies were found Friday in a
ditch alongside a coal mine
Worshirservices will be at road off Kentucky 1595. Moert
11 a.m. and 7 p.m. on"Sunday, said that the shootings occurMarch 9, at the Sinking Spring red after the victims had left a
Baptist Church with the party.
Charged with three counts
pastor, the Rev. Billy Turner.
of murder in connection with
as speaker.
the incident is Steely Glenn
Raymond Matheny, deacon Thacker of Frakes, who was
the
in
assist
of the week, will
charged Wednesday after
services. "

twos would experience fractional tax increases.
The proposal adopts part of,
an Internal Revenue Service
code that allows shareholders
of small corporations to report
income on individual returns
to eluxunate double taxation.
The current state system
taxes corporate income and
then .taxes the same Marne
when paid by the corporation
to individual stockholders.
Another aspect of Brown's
proposal adopts a federal provision which allows net

Bodies Of Three Persons
Believed Murdered Are
Found,Near Frakes

The Rev. Turner
To Speak At Sinking
Spring Baptist

Directing the music will be
Tommy Scdtt with Susie Scott
as pianist and Patsy Neale as
organist. The Church Choir
and Youth Choir will present
special music.
Sunday School with' Jim
Neale'as director will be at 10
a.m., deacons will meet at
5:15 p.m., youth choir practice
at 5:30 p.m., and Church
Training with Randy Herndon
as director at 6 p.m!, all on
Sunday.

uperaung losses to be carried
into future years to reduce
taxable income.
The bill now goes 1.0 the
Senate.
In other House action Friday, a measure waspassed 7312 which would require insurance companies to give a
20 percent rate discount to
drivers who haven't had an accident or been cited for a moving violation for two years.
Another bill, passed 63-24,
would require telephone
utilities-to file certain information with the state Utility
Regulatory
Commission
before a hearing on a rateincrease request.

police heard testimony from
another victim of the March 1
shooting incident, Johnny
Mozingo, 19, of Clearfield.
Police said that Mozingo
was shot five times, but
recovered sufficiently by
Tuesday to describe what happened. Mozingo remains in
Community
Middlesboro
Hospital.
Based on Mozingo's report,
Thacker was taken into
custody and was being held in
the Bell County jail in lieu of
$170,000 bond. Thacker was
also charged with assault in
connection with the shooting
of Mozingo.
Inieddition, Ralph Thacker
was arrested on charges ci
wanton endangerment.
Frakes, a community of
about 100 persons, is located
about 15 miles west of
Pineville...

German Banking Head
Compares Inflation To
Toothpaste Tube Squeeze

By KRISTIN GOY t'
tion.
,AP Business Writer
business
other
In
NEW YORK ( AP) — "Infla- developments this past week:
tion is like toothpaste," a West ------;---13usiness borrowing costs'
German banking official was Antinued to soar as the prime
quoted as saying recently, lending rate rose to between
"Once it's out, you can hardly 1744 and 18 percent at major
get it back in again. So the banks. The rate has spiraled
best thing is not to squeeze too from at 15L4 percent Feb. 15,
hard on the tube."
when the Federal Reserve
While Europe is experienc- launched its latest effort to
ing some inflation problems, slow inflation and curb
the evidence is abundant in economic activityby making
the United States that so- money harder to obtain.
meone has squeezed the tube
—The nation's unemployA meeting of all Calloway County's delegates to the First too much.
ment rate dipped slightly in
County Republicans will be District and State Republican
The Organization of February to 6 percent from 6.2
held at 10 a.m. Saturday, Conventions, both to be held in Petroleum Exporting Coun- percent in January.
March 15, in the district cour- April.
tries is a popular target to
—A number of supermarket
troom at the courthouse, acblame for the inflation chains, including Safeway
several
by
prefiled
motion
A
cording to Ed Thurmond,
- Sores Inc. andr'Fhe Great
county Republicans will be squeeze.
county Republican chairman.
A government analysis of Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., anmeeting.
the
at
upon
acted
The purpose of the meeting
the 13.3- percent inflation rate nounced that they would comis to elect a new county com- The motion, if passed, would last year indicates, that ply with a government request
as
structure
old
the
change
mittee to serve for the next
gasoline and home heating oil to try set a voluntary ceiling
two years. Also selected at the outlined in the state party price increases accounted for on food prices.
rules- and put in its place a
meeting will be Calloway
3.4 percentage points of that.
committee composed of 15
Rising- i erest rates,
members, all chosen at large
another fr uently cited
held
meeting
at the county
culprit, which shows up in conevery two years. '
sumer prices largely through
A commentary accompany- higher mortgage rates, added
ing the prefiled motion stated, another 1.4 percent of last
"This new committee strucinflation.
lin Evangelism Clinic for ture will give party members year's 13 percent
The Rev, R. J. Burpoe,
But that left consumer
the Blood River Baptist more equitable representation
of the Grace Baptist
pastor
prices on all other goods rising
Association will be held Tu6- than they have been entitled to
Church, will speak at the 10:45
close
or
percent,
8,5
of
rate
at
4day, March 11, according to in the past."
to the inflation rate on all a.m. and 5:30 p.m. worship
the Rev. Ronnie Adams,
services on Sunday, March 9,
Three members of the Col- goods in 4978.
evangelism director for the lege -Republican Club at Murat the church.
seem
things
year,
this
So far
association.
Leland Peeler will direct the
ray State University, Pat to be getting worse. The conSessions will be held from Taylor, Marc Epstein and Bill
report for music with Dwane Jones as
price
sumer
9:30 a.m. to 12 noon at the Anderson, have announced
January showed inflation run- organist and Anita Underhill
First Church, Murray, from 2 that they will run for the counning at an annual rate of more as pianist. Special music at
to 4:15 p.m. at the Memorial ty committee. All three are
18 percent. Producer and the morning service will be by
than
Church, Murray,and from 7 to from Calloway County.
price reports for the church choir and at the
wholesale
8:15 p.m. at the First Baptist
February show- evening service by the youth
and
January
Church, Benton.
"A lot of peopie in trus area
jumping at group.
prices
those
ed
"Growing An Evangelistic are very tired of the type of
Nursery workers will be
rate.
percent
20
a
to
close
Church" will be the theme of representation they're getting
Robbie Hate, Vicki Chadwick,
substantial
still
are
"There
the clinic with the Rev. in Washington, in Frankfort
increases working their Frances Wyatt, and Roberta
Thomas Hicks Shelton as the and in their local govern- price
the economy to Hall. For bus information call
through
way
featured speaker.
ment," Thurrnond said. "The
consumer," said L. D. Workman at 753-8975.
The Rev. Adams urges all Republicans of Calloway the
Sunday School will be at 9:45
Chimerine, chairLawrence
churches to participate in the County would like to offer
a.m.
with Dan BillIngton as
a
Econometics,
man of Chase
special clinic.
these people an alternative."
forecasting company in subur- superintendent.
ban Philadelphia.
predicts that inflation in
milm!_roany maw mew moliDa amen. arfltrs. theHefirst
half of the year will
:135
average 15 percent, up from a
13 percent annual rate at the
v
end of last year.
White House economic advisors, who in January
forecast 10.4 percent inflation
A Confirmation Mass for apfor 1900, also clearly are wor- proximately 30 of the
young
ried.
people of St. Leo's Catholic
in
is
Carter
And, President
Church will be held Monday,
1978 For Fairmont
the process of drafting an March 10, at 7 p.m.
at the
that
package.
inflation-fighting
Four door, brown, power steering, power brakes, air
church.
is expected to include Steep
conditioning, new rodicil tires, exterior decor package.
Bishop Soenneker will conbudget cuts. Other steps, in- fer the sacrament
AM-FM stereo tape, extra nice, local car. Apduring the
cluding credit controls to mass of confirmation.
proximately 40,000 miles,
restrict borrowing, are being
Masses will be held today at
Only $3900 •
reviewed by the administra- 0:30 p.m. and
at 8 and 11 a.m.
Keep Thoi Great GM ieeiinn,With Genuine GM Ports.
-and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday-at the
K&SiltEL$
church with the Rev. Martin
Continuous
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia 'Mattingly, pastor, as
Protection
Kestrel hawks are
(AP)
Plan
to Czech towns and
1111111::.
WeeircSY masses will be at
building their nests on high-rise
6:1p
a.m. Monday, 6:30 p.m.
buildings and on electricity pyTuesday, 5:30 p.m. Wedneslons.
Each young kestrel eats up to day, 10 a.m. Thursday, and 2
p.m. Friday.
30 mice a day.

County Republicans To
Hold Meeting March 15

Evangelism Clinic
For Blood River
Association Set

The Rev. Burpoe
Will Speak At Both
Grace Services

II

tI

r

,11

DWd.ill Taylor evro t, nc.
753-2611
641 Sovtil•
-

Confirmation Mass
To Be Held Mondays,
At St. Leo's Church

The information includes
the expected level of service
under the increase; construction,and operating costs
required to provide those services, and the amount of
money generated under both
existing and proposed rates.
The House approved 62-30
and sent to the Senate a bill
aimed at increasing property
tax revenues.
Under provisions of Rep.
Joe Clarke's bill, persons who
provide storage space for aircraft, boats and house trailers
would have to file a list of
those vehicles with the county
property
valuation
administrator.

Clarke, D-Danville, said the
estimated increase in state
revenue is $860,000 a year,
with local governments also
receiving more money.
A bill approved 91-0 would
require all state agencies to
give the state public information department notice when
they plan to enter a personal
service contract for public
relations work.
Rep. Robert A. Jones, DCrestwood, the sponsor, said
the bill resulted from a study
by the interim personal service contract review subcommittee.
Under provisions of the bill,
the public information corn-

missioner would determine
whether the state could provide the services called for in
the proposed contract.
Other bills passed by the
House Friday included:
—House Bill 430, to remove
the 6 percent interest ceiling
from bonds cities sell for electric plants;
.HB 114, to allow the state
Department for Human
Resources to monitor the Ohio •
•
River for radioactivity;
—HB 91, establishing a
senior citizens discount program under which businesses
may volunteer to offer a 10
percent discount to senior
citizens.

RCA Countdown Sale

on our greatest value ever
in an RCA 2E.ColorTrak TV
c 1980 RCA Corporation

Here's your chance to save
like never before on a deluxe
25' diagonal RCA ColorTrak
table model... with a swivel
base included! You get
ColorTrak's eight automatic
systems that lock the color
on track, including the touchbutton ease of ChanneLock
electronic tuning. Don't miss
out—offer ends March 15.
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INCLUDED!

Free
Swivel
Base

F0528
Swivels

for erisv view,ng

YO U PAY LA995
ONLY Wir
50.00
799.95

Also available
with
remote control
Model F D53OR

Previous Price Model F D526749.95
Retail Value of Base
Total Retail Value

TOTAL
SAVINGS

50

74995
including base

00

•

SAVE ON THESE RCA SPECIALS TOO
Reg. Retail
Now Only

1299.00
899.00

Save $400°°
Record the program you re
watching and enjoy it again—
whenever you like

RCA wft.

Relltord one program while you
watch another—so you don't
miss a thing

Record a program while you're
asleep or away—with built-in
timer

Record your own TV shows at
home with optional color air
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